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How To Use This Book
The Business Student Applications solutions book provides instructions
and keystroke examples to help you solve a variety of business problems.
In areas of accounting, finance, statistics, marketing, and others, this book

and your HP-14B make the life of a business student easier.
This solutions book is designed to assist you with more specific business
problem-solving than you may have found in the owner’s manual. It also
helps you better use the built-in HP-14B applications, like Time Value of
Money and Net Present Value.
To get the most out of this book you should be familiar with the following
topics from chapter 1, “Getting Started,” in your owner’s manual:
Clearfeatures (see “Using the CLEAR Menu”).
n Registers (see “Using Calculator Memory”).
m Primary and secondary keystrokes (see “Using the Keyboard”).
m Messages in the display (see “What You See in the Display”).
m Decimal places (see “Controlling the Display Format™).
Our thanks to Elbert B. Greynolds, Jr., of Southern Methodist University for
developing the material in this book.
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Cost Allocations Based on Percentages
When costs cannot be identified with a product, department,or service,
accountants often allocate them. One common allocation method is

based on percentage relationships.
Example. A department store allocates electricity costs to its four
departments based on square feet. If the total electricity costs are $1,500,
whatis the amount allocated to each department?
Department

Square Feet

1
2
3
4

3,000
5,000
7,000
2,000

This problem is solved in two steps.
Step 1. Calculate the cost per square foot by dividing the total cost by
the number of square feet.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

1500 (3]

1,500, 80+

Enterstotalelectricity
cost and begins divide
operation.

3000

5000

7000

2000 [1]

+17, BEE, OO

(=)

0

&, e

8
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Calculates sum of square

feet.

Calculates cost per
square foot, and stores in
register 0.

Step 2. Allocate the cost by multiplying the square feet in each
department by the cost per square foot.

3000 (x] (RCL] 0 (=]

ZE4.T1

Enters square feet in
department 1 and
calculates electricity cost
allocation.

5000 [x] [RCL] 0 (]

441,18

Enters square feet in
department 2 and
calculates electricity cost
allocation.

7000 (x] [RCL] O (=]

Enters square feet in
department 3 and
calculates electricity cost
allocation.

2000 [x] (RCL] 0 (]

Enters square feet in
department 4 and
calculates electricity cost
allocation.

1: Cost Allocations Based on Percentages

Imputed Interest Rates on Long-Term

Non-Interest-Bearing Notes
Businesses sometimes sell a product or service in exchange for a noninterest-bearing note with a life greater than 1 year.” In this case the
purchaser is borrowing money from the seller to buy the product or
service. Typically, the note amount will be for more than the cash
purchase amount. The difference is treated in standard accounting
practice as interest income (to the seller) or expense (to the buyer).
Current accounting practice requires that this interest amount be
recorded as income over thelife of the note.
Sometimes a note of this type is paid off in one lump sum at the end of its
life; other times the note is paid off through a series of periodic payments.
The procedure here coversthe first case. A similar procedure starting on
page 41 covers the case involving periodic payments.
The following procedure calculates the imputed interest rate (sometimes
referred to as the implicit interest rate) when the cash price for the
property, goods, or services is known.
Example. The ABC Company sold a machine to the XYZ Company for
$35,000. The XYZ company signed a note agreeing to pay the amount at
the end of 3 years. Normally ABC Company sells this machine for
$25,000. What is the imputed interest rate resulting from this transaction?

This procedure is not applicable to Treasury Bills or to any discounted note with a nonintegerlife.

10

1: Imputed Interest Rates

As shown on the cash-flow diagram, the future value, present value, and

time period are known. Solve for the interestrate.

FV = 35,000

PMT =0
N=3
i

L

L

T

I

1

2

!

3

I/YR = ?
PV = 25,000

Keys:

Display:

Description:

1 BP/YR]

FoYR=1.088

Sets 1 compounding
period per year.

3N]

H=2. 85

Enters years.

25000

Fl=—25, 083, B

Stores cash price of
machine.

35000

FW=25, @08, 86

Stores face value of note.

0

FHT=8. 85

Enters 0 for payment.

I-%R=11.87

Calculates imputed
interest rate per year.

1: Imputed Interest Rates
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Expected Value of Investment
Since cash flows associated with investments can be uncertain — there
may be a range of possible outcomes — they may have probabilities
assigned to them. The weighted average, with the probabilities serving as
weights, becomes the expected value ofthe cash flows. When choosing
between investment alternatives, businesses generally select the
investment with the largest expected value. *
Example. You must decide between two projects, each having a 1-year
life. After careful research, you have developed the following probability
distribution for each project. Calculate the expected value for each
project.
Project A
Probability
Cash Flow
10%
$1,000
25%
$2,000
50%
$2,500
15%
$3,000

Project B
Probability
Cash Flow
15%
$1,200
20%
$1,800
45%
$2,500
20%
$3,000

You solve this by computing the weighted average of the probabilities and
cash flows for each project using the Statistics application.
Step 1. Enter the probabilities and cash flows for Project A and
calculate the expected value.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

B(CLEAR] {=}

value

Clearsstatistics registers.

*

Charles T. Horngren and George Foster, Cost Accounting: A Managerial Emphasis, 6th
ed. (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1987), p. 618.
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1000 [INPUT

1,880, 50:

Enters first outcome.

10

=1, 8a

Enters probability for
outcome.

2000 [INPUT] 25

n==2. 86

Enters remaining values.

2500

50

n=3. 8

3000

15

n=4, A

{=:7} {zw}

Zw=2,2808.060

Calculates expected value
of Project A.

Step 2. Enter the probabilities and cash flows for Project B and calculate
the expected value.
B(CLEAR] {=}

2,308,088

Clearsstatistics registers.

1200 [INPUT] 15

n=1.86

Enters first value for
Project B.

1800 [INPUT] 20

n==. 86

Enters remaining values.

2500

45

n=3. 68

3000

20

n=d. @

{Z: 7} {Zzv}

Zw=2,265.00

Calculates expected value
of Project B.

Project A has the larger expected value.

1: Expected Value of Investment
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Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis (CVP)
Cost-volume-profit (CVP) analysis is a technique for analyzing the
relationships among fixed costs, variable costs, and profit (income). This
technique assumes that fixed costs are recovered before any profit is
earned, that the units sold equal the units produced, and that the sales mix
is constant. By modifying the Break-Even (B.EVEN) application inputs,
you can include taxes or a sales mix in the analysis.

CVP With Taxes
The HP-14B built-in break-even equation is
Units X Price = Units x Variable Cost + Fixed Costs + Profit Before Tax

Taxes are incorporated in the analysis by substituting the following
relationship for profit before tax.
Profit Before Tax = After
Profit
Tax

(1 - Tax Rate)

Example. Your product sells for $25.00 per unit. The fixed costs are
$15,000. Variable costs are $18.00 per unit and the tax rate is 30% of
profit.
Part 1. Calculate the number of units that must be sold to earn $900
after tax.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

B(B.EVEN]

#sLD7value

Enters B.EVEN
application. The first
value requested is
number sold, which is

what you want to
calculate.

14
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\J

FREC?value

Moves to next value in

list (price).

25 (INPUT]

FIsC7value

Enters 25 as price.
Prompts for fixed costs.

15000

VYARC Tvalue

Enters 15,000 for fixed

costs. Prompts for
variable cost.

18 (INPUT]

FROF ?value

Enters 18 as variable cost
per unit. Prompts for
profit.

#<L[*value

Also, stores 1 minus the

Enters profit before tax.
tax rate in register 0 for
later use. The next value

requested is units sold,
which is unknown.

B(COMPUTE

Computes units sold.
You have to sell 2,327
units to earn $900 after
taxes.

Part 2. If 3,000 units are sold, what is the profit after tax?
Display:

Description:

B(B.EVEN

#oLD7E, 226,52

Re-enters B.EVEN
application. The first
value displayed is the
previous number sold,
which you want to
change.

3000

FRCYZ2S.

Enters 3,000 as number
of units sold. The

.,..
2.
10

Keys:

B.EVEN application
displays the next value.

1: Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis (CVP)
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MM M™

FROF?1,285.71

Moves profit before tax
into display to prepare to
compute that value.

B(COMPUTE

FROF=£, 380, 84

Computes new profit
before tax.

(x]

4,200, 80

Calculates profit after tax
by multiplying by 1 minus
tax rate, which is stored
in register 0.

0=

CVP Analysis With Multiple Products
The B.EVEN application can be used for CVP analysis with two or more
products. Use the weighted average sales price and variable costs as
inputs. The units in the application then represent total units sold. The
number of units sold of each product is equalto the weighted average
sales mix multiplied by the total units, giving the average unit contribution
margin.
Example. Part 1. You manufacture and sell two products. Product A
sells for $15 per unit with a variable cost of $9 per unit; Product B sells for
$20 per unit with a variable cost of $12 per unit. Your fixed costs are
$67,500.
Assuming you sell 5 units of Product A for each 3 units of Product B, how
many units must be sold to break even?
Step 1. Calculate and store the weighted average sales mix for each
product.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

B.E53

total units of A and B.

5153
1

Divides the A unit mix by
Stores resulting weighted
average percentage for
Product A in register 1.

16
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E1EEAETO)2

a.3:

Subtracts weighted
average percentage for
Product A from 1 to
calculate weighted
average percentage for
Product B. Stores result
in register 2.

Step 2. Calculate the weighted average sales price for both products.

B(B.EVEN]

#5| [7value

Enters B.EVEN

application. The first
value requested is
number sold, which is
what you want to
calculate.

(v]
15 [x]

FRCTvalue

Movesto price.

PRC?1E.28

Calculates weighted
average selling price.

185

20 [x] [RCL] 2 (=]

FIsC?value

Enters weighted average
selling price. Prompts
for fixed costs.

Step 3. Enterfixed costs.
67500

YARC Tvalue

Enters fixed costs. The

next value requested is
variable costs.

Step 4. Calculate and enter the weighted average variable cost.

9 [x] RCL] 1 (+] [0 12
(x]
INPUT

2=

YARCT1G, 13
FRIOF ?value

Calculates weighted
average variable cost.
Enters weighted average
variable costs. Prompts
for profit.

1: Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis (CVP)
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Step 5. Calculate the number of units to break even.
0 [INPUT

#<L[*value

B(COMPUTE

Computes total units
sold. Stores result in
register 0.

0

£, 250, 08

13

(]

Enters 0 for profit
because you are
calculating the breakeven point. The next
value requested is units,
which is unknown.

Multiplies total units sold
by Product A’s weighted
average percentage to

determine how many
units of A must be sold.

0 (x]

2=

=,7E60.80

Multiplies total units sold
by Product B’s weighted
average percentage to

determine how many
units of B must be sold.
With a 5:3 sales mix, 6,250 units of Product A and 3,750 units of Product
B must be sold to break even.
Part 2. If 12,000 total units are sold at the 5:3 sales mix, whatis the total
income?

Keys:

Display:

Description:

B(B.EVEN

#SLD718, 060, B8

Re-enters the B.EVEN

application. The first
value in the list is the
previous number of units,
which you want to
change.
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12000

FRCT1E. 25

Enters units sold. The
next value displayed is
weighted average selling
price, which you do not
want to change.

(v] [v] [v]

FROF 78, 86

Movesto profit, your
unknown value.

B(COMPUTE

FROF=1Z,56868.88

Computes profit.

Assuming 12,000 total units are sold with a 5:3 sales mix, the profit is
$13,500.

1: Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis (CVP)
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Depreciation
Depreciation, from an accounting point of view,is the allocation of an
asset’s cost to future income periods over which the asset is used. Three
common methods ofcalculating depreciation are shown in this section:
straight-line, sum-of-the-years’ digits, and declining-balance. These
procedures are valid for whole year and partial year depreciation. The
following terms are common to all of the depreciation methods:
m Cost (C): Acquisition cost of the asset.
m Life (L): Number of years for depreciating the asset.
m Salvage (S): Estimated value at the end of the asset’s life.
m Months (M): Months of depreciation taken the first year.
m Depreciable Value: Difference between cost and salvage.
m Net Book Value: Difference between cost and accumulated

depreciation.

Straight-Line Depreciation
Underthe straight-line method, the periodic depreciation expense equals
the asset cost minus the estimated salvage value, divided by the life. For
situations in which partial year depreciation is taken in the first year, the
total number of years for depreciating the assetis extended 1 year, with a
smaller, final depreciation expense being taken in the last year.
Example. Your company purchased a machine for $17,000. Its useful
life is 6 years and the salvage value is $2,000. During thefirst year, 8
months of depreciation will be taken. Calculate the straight-line
depreciation schedule.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

17000 (=] 2000 (=]

15,088, 68

Subtracts salvage value
from asset cost to
calculate depreciable
value.
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[z] 6 =]

2,500, B8

Divides depreciable value
by asset life (in years)
and calculates
depreciation for years 2
through 6. (If 12 months
of depreciation are taken
in first year, then stop
here.)

0
8] 12 (3]

2,508, 06

Stores whole year
depreciation in register 0.

.67

Enters number of months
of depreciation in first
year and divides by 12 to
calculate the fraction of a

year.
1

(x]

0=

8. 67

Stores the fraction of a
year in register 1.

1, 66667

Calculates depreciation
for year 1.

1[4

1 (x]
0 (=]

833, 33

Calculates depreciation
for final (partial) year.

Sum-of-the-Years’-Digits Depreciation
Sum-of-the-years’-digits (SOYD) depreciation is an accelerated method.
The yearly depreciation allocation is determined by dividing the number
of remaining years by the sum of the years’ digits and then multiplying by
the depreciable value (cost less salvage value).
Example: Whole Year Depreciation. On January 1, a company
purchased an asset for $17,000, with a useful life of 6 years and a $2,000

salvage value. Assuming a full year of depreciation for the first year,
prepare an SOYD depreciation schedule.

1: Depreciation
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Step 1. Calculate the sum of the digits.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

6 (N]

H=&, B3

Enters life in register N.

)[

N

) 2 [5]

(1

0

Calculates sum ofthe
21,86

digits and stores result in
register 0.

Step 2. Enter cost, salvage value, and life, and calculate intermediate
values.

17000 [-] 2000 (3]

15,808, 36+

Subtracts salvage value
from asset cost to

calculate depreciable
value.

0 (=]

0

Ti4.29

Divides depreciable value
by sum of the digits and
stores result in register 0.

Step 3. Multiply bythe assetlife to calculate the first year’s depreciation.
x] 6 (=]

4,285.71

Multiplies by life of asset
and calculates first year’s
SOYD depreciation.

Step 4. Calculate the remaining periods’ depreciation.
=]

0 (=]

2,571.43

Calculates second year’s
depreciation.

=]

0=

2,857, 14

Calculates third year’s
depreciation.

=)

0 (=]

2y 142,86

Calculates fourth year’s
depreciation.

=)

0 (=]

1,422, 57

Calculatesfifth year’s
depreciation.

=)

0 [=]

Tl4.29

Calculates sixth year’s
depreciation.

22
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Example: Partial Year Depreciation. This procedure allows partial
year depreciation using months, as shown in these equations:
First year’s depreciation =

M xL o (C -8§)x2
12
(Lx(L +1)

Following years” depreciation = -|Y + M _ L -2|x -S5)x2

12

L(L +1)

Note that Y'is the yearfor calculating depreciation. Using the equation
for followingyears’ depreciation, you can calculate the depreciation
expenses for the second and later years in any order.
On May 1 a company paid $17,000 for an asset with a usefullife of 6 years
and a salvage value of $2,000. Assuming partial depreciation for the first
year (8 months), prepare an SOYD depreciation schedule for years 1, 2, 6,
and 7.
Step 1. Calculate the sum of the digits.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

6 (N]

H=¢. BE

Enterslife in register N.

21,86

digits and stores result in
register 0.

(x] @

N

] 2 ()

0

1

Calculates sum ofthe

Step 2. Enter cost, salvage value, and life, and calculate intermediate

values.
17000 (=] 2000 (=]

(=)

0 5]

15,868, 84

0 7i4.29

Subtracts salvage value
from asset cost to
calculate depreciable
value.

Divides depreciable value
by sum of the digits and
stores result in register 0.

1: Depreciation
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8(z]12 (3]

+/(=)

1

RCLJ(N]
2

.67

2
T.322

Enters number of months
depreciation in first year,
divides by 12, and stores
result in register 1.
Calculates intermediate
value, stores result in

register 2.
Step 3. Calculate the first year’s depreciation.

1[x]
(x]

N

0=

Calculatesfirst year’s
2,857.14

depreciation.

Step 4. Calculate the other years’ depreciation values.
2]
6 (-

0 (=)

2 [x]
2,889.52

Enters year (2) and
calculates depreciation.

2 [x]
0 (=] [(*/=

252,35

Enters year (6) and
calculates depreciation.

232,148

for seventh year.

7 (-] [RCL] 2 (x]

RCL] 0 (=] (/=

Calculates depreciation

Declining-Balance Depreciation
The declining-balance method is an accelerated depreciation method.
The depreciation expense is computed by multiplying the net book value
by a declining-balance factor, then dividing by the asset’s depreciablelife.
For example, a double declining-balance factoris twice the straight-line
depreciation rate, or 200%. The depreciation expense is computed until
the salvage value exceeds the net book value, or until the end of the asset’s
life is reached, whichever comesfirst. For partial period depreciation,
prorate the first year’s expense amount, adjust the net book value, and
then continue the computation routine until the salvage value exceeds the
net book value (or until you reach the end of the assetlife).

24
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Example. Part 1. On June 1 a company paid $25,000 for an asset with a
useful life of 5 years and a salvage value of $4,500. Assuming partial
depreciation for the first year (7 months), prepare a depreciation schedule
using the double declining-balance method..
Step 1. Divide the declining-balance factor by the assetlife and store the
factor.

Keys:
200 (5] 5 [5)

0

Display:

Description:

48,86

Enters double-declining
factor, divides by life of
asset, and stores result in

register 0.
Step 2. Calculatethe first year’s depreciation.
25000
(x]

1
0

(=]

25,808, B4

Enters and stores the
asset’s cost in register 1.

16, 5386, 58

Calculates full year
depreciation expense for
year 1.

Step 3. Calculate the partialfirst year depreciation.
xX]7 )12 (5]

-5,832,33

Enters months of
depreciation taken in
year 1 and calculates
partial depreciation.

1[5]

19, 16567

Determines net book
value at end of (partial)
year 1.

Step 4. Calculate remaining periods’ depreciation.
(=)

0

~T 1 BEE. AT

Calculates depreciation
expense for year 2.

1: Depreciation
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=)

11,566,008

Calculates net book value

at end of year 2.
=)

0

~4, EEE, B

Calculates depreciation
expense for year 3.

£y 2EE, BG

Calculates net book value
at end of year 3.

—2, TEE, BE

Calculates depreciation
expense for year 4.

=]

4,140, 60

Calculates net book value
at end of year 4. Since
this is less than salvage
value, the depreciation
expense must be
recalculated.

6900 (=] 4500 (=]

2y 408, 86

Determines final
depreciation expense by
subtracting salvage value
from net book value at
end of year 3.

(=)
]

0

Because the asset’s net book value is less than the salvage value during the
fourth year (4,140 is less than 4,500), there is no depreciation expense in
year 5. You must compare the calculated net book value with the salvage
value to determine the last year for computing depreciation expense. In
cases of zero salvage value, the difference between the net book value at
the next to last period and the salvage value is the final period’s
depreciation expense.
Part 2. Prepare a double declining-balance depreciation schedule
assuming whole-year depreciation for the same asset.
Keys:
200 (2] 5 (5]

0

Display:

Description:

48,86

Enters double-declining
factor, divides by life of
asset, and stores result in

register 0.
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25000 (-]

0

(=)
8]

0

(=)

G

0

-168, 686, 86

Calculates depreciation
expense for year 1.

15, 086, B85

Calculates net book value
at end of year 1.

—Ey BEE, 38

Calculates depreciation
expense for year 2.

9,308, 86

Calculates net book value
at end of year 2.

-2, EBE, 56

Calculates depreciation
expense for year 3.

=

G

Sy 488, a8

0

—Z, 160, B

Calculates net book value
at end of year 3.

Calculates depreciation
expense for year 4.

(=)

T, 240,08

Calculates net book value
at end ofyear 4. Since
this is less than salvage
value, the depreciation
expense must be
recalculated.

5400 [-] 4500 (=]

QEE, 56

Determines final
depreciation expense by
subtracting salvage value
from net book value at
end of year 3.
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Sinking Funds
A sinking fund is money deposited on a regular basis into a custodial
account by a company according to a contractual agreement. Often such
funds are established for repayment of a bond issue or some other debt
issued by the company. Normally, the funds are established with the first
deposit being made at the end of a quarter or year. While deposit
amounts are usually constant, they occasionally vary from period to
period.
This section demonstrates the use of both the TVM and the cash-flow

features of the HP-14B in solving sinking fund problems.

Sinking Funds With Equal Deposits
Example. Part 1. A company issues $5 million of bonds that mature in
10 years. According to the bond’s indenture agreement, the company
must set up a sinking fund that will redeem the bonds in 10 years. The
sinking fund is a custodial account that pays 8% annualinterest,
compounded quarterly. The payments will be made quarterly.
Assuming the first payment occurs 1 quarter after the bonds are issued,
whatis the payment amount? Solve this as an end of period payment
annuity.
Keys:

Display:

B(BEG/END] {EHI:}

4 B(P/YR]

Description:
Sets End mode and 4

FoYRE=4. 88

payment periods per
year.

8 (I/YR

I-%E=2.84

Enters interest rate.

10 l(xP/YR]

H=4&. B&

Enters total payments.

0

FY=@. G5

Clears present value
register.
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5000000

PMT

FW“=5,8080, 363,83

Stores desired balance in
sinking fund after 10
years.

FMT=-82,772.7¢

Calculates required
quarterly payment.

Part 2. Whatinterest rate is required if the company deposits $90,000 at
the end of each quarter? Since only the payment amount changes, enter
the new payment and calculate the required interest rate.
Keys:

Display:

90000

FMT=-23,388. 33

I/YR

Description:

I-%YR=£.44

Stores quarterly payment.
Calculates required
interest rate with revised
payment amount.

Sinking Funds With Unequal Deposits
Occasionally, sinking funds are established with deposits that vary
according to a fixed schedule. Determining the payment amountis
relatively easy using a combination of cash flow and time value of money
calculations.
Example: Calculate Future Value and Interest Rate. A company
has set up a sinking fund with the following schedule for year-end
payments.

Year

Amount ($)

1
2
3
4
5

500,000
500,000
700,000
700,000
800,000

1: Sinking Funds
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Part 1. If interest is 10% compounded annually, what is the future value
of this sinking fund?
Solving for the future value requires two steps:
1. Use the NPV function to calculate the present value of the deposits.
2. Use the TVM keys to determine the future value of the deposits.

C2 = 700,000
N2 = 2

C1 = 500,000
N1 =2

NPV = ?

C3 = 800,000
N1 = 1

/——H

1% = 10

When working with future values and solving for interest rates, always
enter the last cash flow as a separate group occurring one time. This step
is necessary because you net the final cash flow and the ending balance
when calculating IRR%.
Step 1. Calculate the present value of the deposits.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

B(BEG/END] {EHL['}
1 B(P/YR]

FoyR=1. 80

Sets End mode and 1
payment period per year.

BNPV]

I:=value

10

CL CFLO?

Begins net present value
calculation.
¥

M

Enters interest rate. If a
cash-flow list is stored,

this prompt appears.
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{7}

cE

Clears cash-flow list and
prompts forinitial cash
flow.

0 (INPUT

ci?

Enters 0 for initial cash-

flow amount. Prompts for
dollar amount of cash
flow 1.

500000
2

c27

Enters amount and
number of deposits in
first cash-flow group.

700000
2

(=

Enters amount and
number of deposits in
second cash-flow group.

800000

Enters third cash-flow

INPUT

Cg?

B(COMPUTE]

group.

HF=

Calculates present value

2,268,535, 43

of the cash flows.

Step 2. Calculate the future value of the cash flows using the TVM keys.
Now that the cash flows are converted to an equivalent value at the
beginning of the first period, you can calculate their value at any future
point in time.

-

-

PV = 2,368,535.43

FV =7

1: Sinking Funds
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10 (I/YR]

I-%YE=10, 88

Enters interest rate for
TVM calculations.

5N

H=5. 33

Enters number of years
for deposits.

0

FHT=8. 84

Enters 0 as the payment.

Fi=
-2, 814,550,080

Calculates future value of
the deposits.

Part 2. What annual interestrate is required for the fund to grow to
$4,000,000 at the end of 5 years?
Step 1. Adjustthe final cash flow by subtracting the desired balance
from it.

C2 = 700,000

C1 = 500,000
N1

N2 =2

=

/———H

7

Y

Co=0
I

I

1

I

2

I

3

I

4

4

5

800,000
- 4,000,000
C3 = -3,200,000
N3 =1
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Keys:

Display:

B{RR%]

CL CFLO?

Description:
%

M

{H}

Prompts for clearing of
existing cash-flow list.
Chooses to retain current

cash-flow list.

™...v

Moves to the last cash
flow.

(5] 4000000

Subtracts ending fund
balance from last period’s
cash flow and enters the
result.

Step 2. Calculate the interest rate.
B(COMPUTE

Calculates the required
interest rate.

IERX=12.7a

Sinking Funds With Increasing Payments
Example. The ABC Company must establish a sinking fund that equals
$2,000,000 after 5 years. The payment schedule varies from year to year
as shown below, with the increases expressed as an index based on the
first year’s payment. Payments are made at the end of each year.
Year
1

Index
1.00

2

1.10

3

1.20

4

1.30

5

1.30

Calculate the deposit amounts assuming an annual 7.5% interestrate.
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Solving this problem incorporates the procedures employed in the
previous example, only now the present value is in terms of 1 dollar. You
solve this problem in four steps:
1. Calculate the present value of the deposits at the beginning of year
1, expressing each deposit as an index of the first amount.
2. For the present value calculated in step 1, determine the future
value after 5 years.
3. Divide the amount calculated in step 2 into the sinking fund ending
balance and determine the first deposit.
4. Multiply the first deposit by each period’s index to determine the
remaining deposit amounts.
Step 1. Calculate the present value of the deposit index values.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

B(CLEAR] {ALL} {¥} @©.84

Clearsall registers in
calculator.

B(BEG/END] {EHL:}
1 B(P/YR]

FeoyR=1. 88

Sets End mode and 1
payment period per year.

BNPYV]

I%=R. 60

Begins NPV procedure.

7.5

Caz

Enters interest rate for
cash-flow calculations
and asks for cash flow at
time 0.

0

o117

Enters 0 for cash-flow
amount at beginning of
first year.

1 [INPUT]

(INPUT

e

Enters cash-flow index at

end of year 1.
1.1 [INPUT

ca7

Enters cash-flow index at

end of year 2.
1.2 [INPUT]

(INPUT

o7

Enters cash-flow index at

end of year 3.
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1.3 (INPUT] 2 [INPUT

CE57

Enters cash-flow index at

end of years 4 and 5 and
number of timesit

occurs.
B(COMPUTE

HPYW=4.72

Calculates present value
of index values.

Step 2. Calculate the future value ofthe indices after 5 years.
5(N]

H=5. 65

Enters the number of
years.

7.5

I-YRE=V.58

Enters interest rate for

TVM calculations.
Fil=—FK.7T3

Calculates future value of

indices after 5 years.
Step 3. Calculate the first deposit amount.
2000000 (%]

2, BEE, 586, BE+

Enters sinking fund

amount.
=)
0

294, 712,76

Calculates the amount of
the first deposit.

294, 713.76

Stores value in register 0.

Step 4. Calculate the remaining deposit amounts.
x] 1.1 [5)

224,185, 14

Enters index for year 2
and calculates deposit
amount.

0[x]1.2=]

252,656, 51

Enters index for year 3
and calculates deposit
amount.

0 (x] 1.3 (=]

288, 127,89

Enters index for years 4
and 5 and calculates

deposit amounts.
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Estimating Overhead
Overhead costs are manufacturing costs (other than direct material and
direct labor) that cannot be identified with a product. Estimating
overhead is usually difficult because of the diverse nature of the items
included in the category and the limitations of accounting systemsin
identifying fixed and variable cost components. As a result, estimation
techniques are often employed to estimate fixed and variable overhead.
Two common methods are the high-low method and statistical curve
fitting.

High-Low Method
This method assumes a linear relationship for overhead and fits a straight
line using two data points. The linear equation’s slope is called the
variable cost, with the intercept treated as the constant component.
Because the highest and lowest values are usually selected, the technique
is called the high-low method.
Example. Your firm’s records show that 4,000 units were produced in

March, with overhead totaling $35,000. In April 7,000 units were
produced and overhead costs equaled $50,000. Using the high-low
method, calculate the overhead prediction equation. Estimate the total
overhead for production levels of 6,000 and 6,500 units.

This problem is solved using the following equations:

ariable Cost
Variable
Cos =

(Cost 1st Period - Cost 2nd Period)

(Units 1st Period - Units 2nd Period)

Fixed Cost = Cost 1st Period - Variable Cost X Units 1st Period

Total Cost Period N = Fixed Cost + Variable Cost X Units Period N
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Keys:

Display:

Description:

35000 (=] 50000 (5]

-15, 880, Ba+

Calculates difference
between 1st and 2nd

period costs.
[ 4000 (-] 7000 (=]

[STOJ 0

5. B

[x] 4000
35000 (=]

1

15, BEE, @G

Divides by difference
between 1st and 2nd
period units. Stores
variable cost in register 0.
Enters 1st period’s units
and costs, and calculates
fixed cost. Stores fixed

costs in register 1.

6000 [x] (RCL] O (+]
1[5

Enters 6,000 units and
45, BEE, B6

calculates estimated total

costs.

6500 (x]
1[5

0

47, SEE, 85

Enters 6,500 units and
calculates estimated total
costs.

Statistical Curve Fitting
Statistical curve fitting techniques are often used for estimating overhead
because more information is provided about the resulting equation. The
coefficient of determination (r 2) provides information about thefit of the
equation to the data; the closer to 1, the better the fit. The calculator
computesr, the correlation coefficient, which is squared to derive the

coefficient of determination. While accountants often use linear
regression, other curves such as the exponential, logarithmic, or power
curve can also be used for estimating overhead. *

*

See your owner’s manual for a description of the curve-fitting equations.
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Example. You are estimating overhead and have the following
information available for the first 9 months ofthe year.

Direct Labor
January
February
March

April
May
June
July
August

September

(x)

(v)

Hours

Overhead Costs

2,700
2,400
4,700
3,100
5,600
4,300
4,100
3,700
3,900

$24.800
$22,000
$35,600

$26,900

$44,000

$34,000

$31,500
$29,700
$31,000

Assume that overhead costs vary as a function of direct labor hours on a
linear basis. Calculate the overhead cost assuming a linear relationship.
Also, estimate overhead for October, assuming 5,300 labor hours are
worked.

Part 1. Calculate the linear regression equation values.
Keys:

Display:

B(CLEAR] {z}

Description:
Clears the statistics

registers.
2700

24800

Enters January’s data.

2400

22000

Enters February’s data.

4700

35600

Enters remaining data
pairs.

3100

26900

5600

44000
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34000

4100

31500

3700

29700

.._
2
e
ol

4300

n=a.

n=>=.

{b}

{FIT}{L}
M=o.

{FIT}H{.L.}

[x]

{m}

el

.,_
™
o)

v

31000
Ja

3900

KN
I
—
il

.._
L
-r1ol

n=rv.

Selects linear model for
curve fit and displays
slope. The variable
overhead is $6.40 per
direct labor hour.
Selects linear model and

displays intercept.

(STAT) {FIT}{.L.}
{r}

Selects linear model and

displays correlation
coefficient.

B

Calculates coefficient of
determination.

{FIT}H{.L.}
{#}

Selects linear model and

chooses estimation ofy
values.

5300

Estimates total overhead

for 5,300 direct labor
hours worked.
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Part 2. Use the best curve fit method to forecast overhead if 5,300 direct
labor hours are worked in October.

Keys:

Display:

Description:
Briefly displays best
fitting model as
exponential and prompts
for variable to estimate.

B(FRCST

{:} 5300

#=41,872. 682

{FIT}
{.Ex.} {r} B3

A, 99

Estimates total overhead
for 5,300 direct labor
hours worked.
Calculates coefficient of
determination.

The exponential model provides a better fit, as indicated by the higher
coefficient of determination. However, both models forecast values that
are within $630 dollars of each other.
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Valuation of Liabilities and Amortization of

Interest Expense
Sometimes, in exchange for assets or services, companies give notes
without a stated interest rate (or with a stated rate thatis artificially low).
In such cases, the present value of the cash flows computed using an
imputed interest rate equals the net book value of the note. The portions
of each payment that are recognized as either an expense or a repayment
of principal are calculated in an amortization schedule using the effective
interest method.
The following procedure uses the TVM and Amortization applications to
calculate the imputed interest rate and to generate an amortization
schedule.
Example. The ABC Company acquires a machine from the XYZ
Company by signing a note that requires monthly payments of $1,500 for 3
years, with a final extra payment of $20,000. The machine’s cash price at
the time of purchase is $56,000.
Part 1. Calculate the imputed interest rate.
Keys:

Display:

B(BEG/END] {EHL}

120

Description:

Sets End mode and 12

F-YR=12.88

payment periods per
year.

3 B(xP/YR]

H=2&. B3

Enterstotal payments.

56000

FU=5E, BOE, B3

Stores current cash price
of machine.

1500

FHT=-1, 500, B0

Enters monthly lease
payment.

20000

Fiu=-—20, B8E, 30

Stores final extra
payment at end of loan
term.

I-YR=15.06&

Calculates imputed
interest rate on loan.
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Part 2. Calculate an annual amortization schedule for the note over its

life.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

B(AMORT]

FERIOLS?value

Displays current setting
for number of periods.

12

INT=-7, 744,63

Enters number of periods

to be amortized. Displays
amount ofinterest
expense for first year.

(¥]

FRHM=-18,255.21

Displays amount of
principal paid in first
year.

(v]

BAL=45, 744,53

Displays liability book
value at end of year 1.

B(AMORT]

FERIODST1Z. 80

Do you wish to amortize
12 more months?

INPUT

IMT=-£,83%.83

Displays amount of
interest incurred during
second year.

(v)

FRH=-11,218.21

Displays principal paid in
year 2.

(v]

BAL=23, 832,75

Displays liability book
value at end of year 2.

B(AMORT]

FERIODS?1Z. B0

Do you wish to amortize
12 more months?

INPUT

INT=-4,185.21

Displays interest paid in
year 3.

(v]

FEM=-12,822.72

Displays principal paid in
year 3.

(v]

BAL=1%,99%, 99

Displays liability book
value at end of year 3,
which is also the amount
of final payment.

The difference between the stated $20,000 and the displayed value is due
to rounding.
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Capital Lease Amortization
A capital lease is one in which the lessee has essentially purchased the
property or asset. The asset value equals the present value ofthe lease
payments, computed using the imputed interest rate. For accounting
purposes, the present value of the payments also represents a liability and
must be amortized over the lease term. Using the interest rate imputed to
the lease and the compound interest method of amortization, each
payment has two components: a reduction ofthe liability and a payment
of interest.” The l(AMORT] procedure calculates such an amortization
schedule for payments occurring at either the beginning or the end of
each period.
Example. The ABC Company leased equipment for a period of 7 years,
agreeing to pay $75,000 in advance on January 1, and to pay $75,000
annually on December 31 of each of the next 6 years. The equipment has
a zero residual value after 7 years. This is a capital lease with the liability
amortized using the effective interest method. The imputed annual
interest rate is 12%.
Part 1. Calculate the lease liability. (The lease liability equals the
present value of the payments, discounted at the imputed interest rate.)
Keys:

Display:

Description:

Sets Begin mode and 1

B(BEG/END] {EE:}
1 JB(P/YR]

FoyYR=1.86

payment period per year.

7 N)

H=7.8&

Stores number of
payments.

12

I-%YRE=12.68

Stores imputed interest
rate.

*

Financial Accounting Standards Board, Statement No. 13.
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75000
0

FMT==V5,8088,
F".'I=|'-1

Stores lease payment.

:",:

Stores residual value

after 7 years.

PY=322, 355. 5

Calculates present value
of lease.

Part 2. Prepare an amortization schedule for the first 2 years.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

B(AMORT]

FERIODS?value

Displays current setting
for number of periods.
Enters number of coupon
periods to amortize.
Displays interest for
period 1. (Since payment
is made up front, no
interest is accrued.)
v
o'
o
!

1 (INPUT

Displays reduction of
lease liability by first
payment.

B(AMORT)]

[INPUT

T
-]

n
on

LJ

(v]

Displays lease liability
afterfirst payment.
Displays interest.
Displays reduction of
lease liability by second
payment.

(v]
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Displays lease liability
after second payment.

Bond Discount/Premium Amortization
The effective interest method is the recommended accounting procedure
for amortizing bond discounts or premiums. Use the effective interest
rate (yield to maturity) and the [l{AMORT] procedure to prepare an
amortization schedule. The value shown for the principal paid is the
amount of discount or premium amortized, while the remaining balance
represents the net book value of the bonds.
Example. A company issued 11%, semiannual coupon bonds with a face
value of $100,000. The bonds were sold on a coupon date and will be
redeemed in 10 years. The company received $94,265.04 for the bonds.
Calculate the cost to the borrower and amortize the discount expense for
the first two coupon payments using the effective interest method.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

WI(BEG/END] {EHL'}
2 BP/YR]

F-4E=2.084

Sets End mode and 2
payment periods per
year.

10 B(xP/YR]

H=28. 84

Enters years and stores
number of coupon
payments.

94265.04

=34, 265, 04

100000

Fl=—1806, 888, B8

Stores amount received
for bonds.

Stores par value of
bonds.

(x] 11 (%) [z 2 PMT]

I/YR

FMT=-5, 508,84

I-%E=12.808

Multiplies par value by
bond coupon rate and
divides by number of
coupon periods per year
to determine semiannual
coupon payment.
Calculates effective
interest rate.
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B[AMORT

FERIODS?value

Displays current setting
for number of periods.

1 [INPUT

IHT=-5, 55, 95

Enters number of coupon
periods to amortize.
Displays bond interest for
period 1.

(v)

FRH=155. 95

Displays amount of bond
discount to amortize at
end of period 1.

(V)

EAL=94, 420, 94

Displays net book value
of bonds at end of period
1.

Displays amount of bond
discount to amortize at
end of period 2.

I

™

[
1

FEH=1&85. 26

0
T

™

n

Displays bond interest for
period 2.

o
Ju

IHT=-5, FE5, 26

m
I
—

BM(AMORT] (INPUT

Displays net book value
of bonds at end of period
2.

At the end of the last coupon period, the net book value of the bonds will
equal the face value.
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Common-Size Statement Analysis
Expressing expenses on an income statement as a percentage ofsales (or
balance sheet items as a percentage of total assets) is a useful technique
for financial analysis. Use the Percent of Total application to make the
calculations.
Example. Prepare a common-size vertical income statement analysis for
the income statement shown below.
Income Statement
(You Calculate
This Column)

Dollars ($)

Common-Size

Sales
Cost of Sales

80,000
55,000

100.00%
68.75%

Gross Margin
Selling Expenses
Admin. Expenses
Total Expenses

25,000
9,000
8,000
17,000

31.25%
11.25%
10.00%
21.25%

8,000

10.00%

Income

Keys:

Display:

Description:

80000 M(TOTAL)

TOTL=28,8608, 83

Stores sales in TOTAL
register.

55000 B(PART)

FART=55,08680,. 08

Stores cost of sales in
PART register.

W(eTOTAL]

“TOTL=E2.75

Calculates cost ofsales as
a percentage ofsales.

25000 B(PART)
B(TOTAL)

“TOTL=31.25

Calculates gross margin
as a percentage of sales.

%TOTL=11.25

expenses as a percentage

9000 l(PART]

B(<TOTAL)

Calculatesselling
of sales.
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8000 [(PART

Calculates administrative
“TOTL=18. Bk

.,..
)
=
v

B[%TOTAL

expenses as a percentage

of sales.
17000 B(PART
B(%TOTAL

=TOTL=21.25

Calculates total expenses
as a percentage of sales.

RTOTL=18.E

Calculates income as a
percentage of sales.

O

=
[ex]

8000 M(PART
B(.TOTAL

2: Common-Size Statement Analysis
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Budget Variances
Comparing actual performance to the budget is a very useful technique
for evaluating performance. The Percent Change application of the
HP-14B calculates the percentage change between two values, or
calculates the difference as a percentage of the budgeted amount. In cost
accounting this difference is called a variance. (When expressed as a
percentage, it’s called percentage variance.)
Example. The budgeted income statement and the actual results for the
current year are shown below. Calculate the percentage over or under
budget for each income statement item.
Income Statement
(You Calculate
This Column)

Sales
Cost of Sales
Gross Margin
Selling Expenses

Budget($)
75,000
54,000
21,000
9,500

Admin. Expenses

Total Expenses
Income

Actual($)
80,000
55,000
25,000
9,000

Percent Change
6.67%
1.85%
19.05%
-5.26%

7,700

8,000

3.90%

17,200
3,800

17,000
8,000

-1.16%
110.53%

Keys:

Display:

Description:

75000 W(OLD] 80000
BNEW] B(%CHG]

NCHG=E. 6T

Enters budget and actual
amounts and calculates
percentage change in
sales.

54000 [OLD] 55000
BNNEW] B(%CHG]

NCHG=1. 85

Calculates percentage
change between planned
and actual cost of sales.
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21000 M(OLD) 25000
BNEW) W(%CHG)

Calculates percentage
change between planned
and actual gross margin.

9500 M[OLD] 9000
BNEW] B(%CHG)

Calculates percentage
change between planned
and actualselling
expenses.

7700 W[OLD] 8000
BNEW] W(%CHG)

HCHG==. 343

Calculates percentage
change between planned
and actuai administrative
expenses.

17200 W(OLD] 17000
HCHG=-1. 16
BNEW] W(%CHG)

Calculates percentage
change between planned
and actualtotal expenses.

3800 M(OLD] 8000
BNEW] W(%CHG)

Calculates percentage
change between planned
and actual income.

RCHG=1108.532
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Profitability Ratios
The INVEN application built into the HP-14B is designed for computing
inventory turnover ratios. The basic form of the equation is
INVEN =

SOLD
_ Cost of Goods Sold
=
(BEGI + ENDI) +2
Average Inventory

and can be generalized as
Flow

Ratio = ——
Average Stock
A flow divided by an average stock is really a fundamental ratio that can
be applied to a variety offinancial analysis situations. By doing so, you
can extend the solver capability of the INVENapplication to otherratios.
Here are a few examples:
Sales
= Working Capital Turnover
Average Working Capital

Sales
Average Assets

= Asset Turnover

——melt—- = Return on Assets

Average Assets

Profit __ Return on Equity

Average Equity

To use the INVEN applicationfor these different ratios, you must know
the relationship between the INVEN variables and the variables in the
ratio you arecalculating (see the following table). The general equation
that appliesto all these ratios is
Flow

(Beg. Stock + End. Stock) <2

= Ratio

The following table shows the relationships between the variables in the
differentratios:
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Ratio
INVEN

General Ratio
Working Capital (WC) Turnover
Asset Turnover
Return on Assets
Return on Equity

Variables

BEGI
Beg. Stock
Beg. WC
Beg. Assets
Beg. Assets
Beg. Equity

ENDI
End. Stock
End. WC
End. Assets
End. Assets

End. Equity

SOLD
Flow
Sales
Sales
Profit
Profit

You can expand thistable to include your own ratios or others from your
finance and accounting textbooks.
Use these steps to solve a ratio problem using the INVEN application:
1. Press [(INVEN] to start the application.
2. Enter three of the four variables, substituting the INVEN variables
for the variables in your ratio as shown in the previous table.
3. Use the arrow keys to display the unknown variable.
4. Press [J[COMPUTE] to solve for the unknown.

Example. Last year you purchased stock in a company as a long-term
investment, and this year you are evaluating the company’s performance.
Some key information is as follows:
Sales
Cost of Goods Sold

Earnings Before Interest and Taxes (EBIT)
Interest
Income Taxes

Income After Taxes

Beg. Year
Total Assets
Equity
Working Capital
Inventory

$4,675
2,200
1,400
1,140

$7,800
6,000
500
200
175
125

End Year

$4,800
2,100
1,300
1,360
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Part 1. Calculate the asset turnover ratio.

Keys:

Display:

Description:

B(INVEN

EEGI?value

Enters INVEN
application. The first
value requested is
beginning balance.

4675

EHDI?value

Enters beginning assets
and prompts for ending
balance.

4800

SOLD?value

Enters ending assets and
prompts for equation’s
numerator (sales).

7800 (INPUT

IMVEH?value

Enters sales and prompts
for inventory (which you
need to calculate).

B(COMPUTE

IMYEH=1.£5

The asset turnover ratio
is 1.65.

Part 2. Calculate the return on assets ratio.

Keys:

Display:

Description:

B(INVEN] (V] (V]

SOLD?T, 286,80

Re-enters INVEN
application and moves to
SOLD prompt.

500 (=] 175 5]

SOLD?225. 60

Subtracts income taxes
from EBIT.

B(COMPUTE]
[x] 100 (5]
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Computes return on
assets as a percentage.

Part 3. Calculate the working capital turnover ratio.
Keys:

Display:

B(NVEN] 1400 (INPUT]

EMDI74, 206, 05

Description:
Re-enters INVEN

application and inputs
beginning working
capital. Displays
previous value of ENDI.
1300

7800
B(COMPUTE]

IHYEH=5.73

Enters ending working
capital and sales, then
computes working capital
turnover ratio.
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Return on Investment
The Return on Investment (ROI) application can be used to calculate the
ratio ofprofit after taxes to assets required to earn the net income.
Example. Your company requires a 20% ROIforthe first year of an
investment. A project is proposed that requires an investment of $50,000
and should generate revenues of $24,500 the first year. What amount of
income, as a percentage ofsales, must be earned to meet your
requirements for this project?
Keys:

Display:

0

RE% ?value

Description:

Enters ROI application.
The first value requested
is revenue.

24500

FROF% Tvalue

Enters revenue and
prompts for profit
(income), which you want
to calculate.

(¥] 50000

ROI%Tvalue

Moves down to INVS and
enters the investment

amount. The next value

requested is ROI%.
20 [INPUT

REV?24, 500,80

Enters required ROI%
and moves back to top of
input value list.

(v) B(COMPUTE]

FROF==48, 32

Movesto profit value and
computes the percentage
ofsales that is required
to earn an RO/ of 20%.

You must earn 40.82% on sales to have a 20% ROI.
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Compound Interest and Annuity Tables
The compound interest and annuity tables found in most accounting and
finance textbooks can easily be duplicated by the HP-14B. While
textbook tables usually show three or four decimal places, the calculator
generates answers with up to 12 decimal places (depending on how you
display the number), which may result in a difference between the
textbook answer and the calculator answer. The calculator answeris
correct.

The basic procedure for generating the contents of compound interest and
annuity tables involves setting your calculator to 1 payment per year and
then using the TVM keys to solve for present or future value.
The keystroke examples that demonstrate how to duplicate the tables
assume your calculatoris set to display four decimal places. (To change
your display, press l[DISP] {F1:} 4. When you’re ready to change your
display back to two decimalplaces, press l[DISP] {F1:} 2.) Also, the
examples generate a positive answer to match that found in the tables.

Future Value of $1 Due at the End of N Periods
One type oftable shows the future value (FV) of a lump-sum payment
(PV). The tables that show future value are often called “Future Value of
$1 Due at the End of N Periods,” or “Future Value of $1.”
With these tables, the PV is always assumed to occur at the beginning of
the first compounding period, and the FV is always assumed to occur at
the end of the final compounding period. The annuity setting for
beginning or end of period paymentsis ignored in these calculations
because the PMT is 0.
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Example 1. Whatis the future value of $1 at the end of8 years using a
10% discountrate and assuming annual compounding?
Solve this problem by entering 1 for P/YR, 8 for N, 10 for I/YR, -1 for
PV, 0 for PMT, and then calculating FV'.

Keys:

Display:

Description:

1 B(P/YR]

FoyR=1. BEEE

Sets number of
compounding periods per
year.

8 [N}

H=2. 6808

Enters total number of
compounding periods.

10

I-%YR=18. 8885

Enters annual
compounding rate.

1

W=—1, BREE

Stores —1in PV.

0

FHT=8. 3065

Zeros out PMTregister.

Fu=2.14z26

Calculates future value of
$1.

Example 2. What is the future value of $1 after 12 months if the interest

rate is compounded monthly at 2%? (Because interestis given as a
monthly rate and compounded monthly, part of the solution for this
problem involves interpreting I/YR as interest rate per month and P/YR
as compounding periods per month.)
Solve this problem by entering 1 for P/YR (interpreted as compounding
periods per month), 12 for N, 2 for I/YR (interpreted asinterest rate per
month), —1 for PV, 0 for PMT, and then calculating FV'.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

1 BP/YR]

FoyvR=1. 80608

Sets number of

compounding periods per
month.

3: Compound Interest and Annuity Tables
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12 N)

H=1Z2.8080

Enters total number of
compounding periods.

2

I-%RE=2.8080

Enters monthly
compounding rate.

1

Fi=—1, 83005

Stores —1in PV.

0

FMT=6. B0EE

Zeros out PMT.

Fu=1.z822

Calculates future value of

$1.

Present Value of $1 Due at the End of N Periods
One table shows the present value (PV) of a lump-sum amount received
in the future (FV’). The tables that show present value are often called
“Present Value of $1 Due at the End of N Periods,” or “Present Value of
$1.n

With these tables, the PV is always assumed to occur at the beginning of
the first compounding period, and the FV is always assumed to occur at
the end ofthe final compounding period. The annuity setting for
beginning or end of period payments is ignored in these calculations
because the PMT is 0.
Example 1. Whatis the present value of $1 received at the end of 10
years using a 12% discount rate and assuming annual compounding? This
problem has annual compounding, so P/YR is interpreted as
compounding periods per year and is entered as 1.
Solve this problem by entering 1 for P/YR, 10 for N, 12 for I/YR, -1 for
FV, 0 for PMT, and then calculating PV’
Keys:

Display:

Description:

1 BP/YR]

FsYR=1. 8065

Sets number of
compounding periods per
year.
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10 (N]

Enters number of

compounding periods.

12 (I/YR]

Enters annual interest
rate.

14 Y
0 [PMT)

Stores —1in FV.
Zeros out PMT.

Calculates present value
of $1.
Example 2. Whatis the present value of $1 received at the end of 20
months if the monthly interest rate is 2% with monthly compounding?
(Because interestis given as a monthly rate and compounded monthly,
part of the solution for this problem involves interpreting I/YR as interest
rate per month and P/YR as compounding periods per month.)
Solve this problem by entering 1 for P/YR (interpreted as compounding
periods per month), 20 for N, 2 for I/YR (interpreted as interest rate per
month), -1 for FV, 0 for PMT, and then calculating PV

Keys:

Display:

Description:

1 B(P/YR)

Sets number of
compounding periods per
month.

20 (N)

Enters number of
compounding periods.

2 I/YR]

Enters monthly interest
rate.

1A B

Stores —1in FV.

0 (PMT]

Zeros out PMT.

Calculates present value
of $1.
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Future Value of $1 Received Periodically
The tables that show the future value of an annuity are often called
“Future Value of an Annuity of $1 per Period for N Periods,” “Future
Value of an Annuity of $1 in Arrears,” or “Future Value of an Ordinary
Annuity.” These tables assume that each regular annuity payment occurs
at the end of each payment period, which is End mode for the calculator.
For problems requiring beginning of period payments, change the
payment setting to Begin mode.
Example 1. Part 1. Whatis the future value of $1 received at the end
of each year for 10 years if interest is compounded at 12% annually?
Solve this problem by first setting the payment mode to End, next
entering 1 for P/YR, 10 for N, 12 for I/YR, 0 for PV, —1 for PMT, and

then calculating the FV.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

B(BEG/END] {EHL'}
1 B(P/YR]

Sets End mode and
enters number of
compounding periods per
year.

PeoyR=1. 066

10 (N]

H=1@. 8664

Enters total number of
compounding periods.

12 [I/YR]

I-4YRE=12. 8008

Enters annual interest

0

PY=8, 308G

Stores 0 in PV.

1

PHT=-1.8055

Enters —1 as PMT.

FM=17.5487

Calculates future value of
$1 received at end of
each yearfor 10 years.

rate.
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Part 2. Whatis the future value if the payments occur at the beginning of
each year?
Keys:

Display:

BI(BEG/END] {EEGIH}

Description:
Changes to Begin mode

F'W=12,

8545

and recalculates future
value amount.

Example 2. What is the future value of $1 received at the end of each
month for 18 monthsif the interest rate is compounded monthly at 2%?
(Because interest is given as a monthly rate and compounded monthly,
part of the solution for this problem involves interpreting I/YR as interest
rate per month and P/YR as compounding periods per month.)
Solve this problem byfirst setting the payment mode to End, then
entering 1 for P/YR (interpreted as compounding periods per month), 18
for N, 2 for I/YR (interpreted as interest rate per month), 0 for PV, —1
for PMT, and then calculating FV.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

W(BEG/END] {EHL:}
1 BE/YR]

FryR=1. 0R85

Sets End mode and
enters number of

compounding periods per
month.

18 [N

H=1%&, 8004

Enters total number of
payments.

2 [I/YR]

I-YR=2.08888

Enters monthly
compounding rate.

0 PV]
1 BA] PMT]

FW=8, BE80H

Stores 0 in PV.

FHT=-1.8886

Enters —1 as PMT.

Fi=21.4123

Calculates future value of
$1 received at end of
each month for 18
months.
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Present Value of $1 Received Periodically
The tables that show the present value of an annuity are often called
“Present Value of an Annuity of $1 per Period for N Periods,” “Present
Value of an Annuity of $1 in Arrears,” and “Present Value of an Ordinary
Annuity.” These tables assume that each regular annuity payment occurs
at the end of each payment period, which is End mode for the calculator.
For problems requiring beginning of period payments, change the
payment setting to Begin mode.
Example 1. Part 1. What is the present value of $1 received at the end
of each year for 14 yearsif interest is compounded annually at 12%?
Solve this problem by first setting the payment mode to End, next
entering 1 for P/YR, 14 for N, 12 for I/YR, O for FV, —1 for PMT, and

then calculating PV
Keys:

Display:

Description:

B(BEG/END] {EHL'}
1 B[P/YR]

FovYR=1. BEE0

Sets End mode and
enters number of

compounding periods per
year.
14 [N]

H=14. 8806

Enters total number of
payments.

12

I-%YR=12.808084

Enters annual

compounding rate.

0

Fu=0, 3068

Stores 0 in FV.

1

FMT=-1.00680

Enters —1 as PMT.

PV

FY=6.6252

Calculates present value
of $1 received at end of
each year for 14 years.
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Part 2. Whatis the present value if each payment occurs at the beginning
of each year?
Keys:

Display:

WI(BEG/END] {EEGIM}

Description:

Changes to Begin mode
and recalculates present
value.

Example 2. What is the present value of $1 received at the end of each
month for 8 months if interest is compounded at 2% monthly? (Because
interest is given as a monthly rate and compounded monthly, part of the
solution for this problem involves interpreting I/YR as interest rate per
month and P/YR as compounding periods per month.)
Solve this problem by first setting the payment mode to End, next
entering 1 for P/YR (interpreted as compounding periods per month), 8
for N, 2 for I/YR (interpreted as interest rate per month), 0 for FV, -1
for PMT, and then calculating PV
Keys:

BI(BEG/END] {EHC'}
1 B(P/YR]

Display:

Description:
Sets End mode and
enters number of
compounding periods per
month.

8 [N)

Enters total number of
payments.

2 I/YR]

Enters monthly
compounding rate.

0 [FV]
1 BA) PMT]

Stores 0 in FV.
Enters monthly payment.
Calculates present value
of $1 received at end of
each month for 8 months.
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Bonds Sold on a Coupon Date
A bond is a contract to pay interest, usually semiannually in the U.S., at a
given (coupon) rate, and to pay the principal of the bond at some
specified future date. The value or price of a bond is the present value of
the coupon payments plus the present value of the principal or
redemption value, all at a given interest rate (yield to maturity). The
procedure described in this chapter is valid only for bonds purchased on a
coupon date.
Bond price and yield problems are solved in six steps:
1. Select End mode and enter the number of coupon payments per
year in P/YR.
2. Store the total number of coupon payments in the N register.
3. Store the bond’s redemption value in the FV register.
4. Store the periodic coupon payment in the PMT register. Calculate
the periodic coupon payment by multiplying the coupon rate times
the par value and dividing by the number of coupon payments per
year.
5. If calculating yield, enter the price in the PV register and then
calculate I/YR.
6. If calculating price, enter the yield in the I/YR register and calculate
PV.
Example. Part 1. A $1,000 bond, due in 10 years, has an 11% coupon

rate, with the first coupon payment due in 6 months. What price is
required for this bond to yield 10.5%, compounded semiannually?
Keys:

Display:

B(BEG/END] {EHL'}

Description:
Sets End mode and 2

2 BP/YR]

FsYR=2. 80

coupon periods per year.

10 B(xP/YR]

H=25, 86

Calculates total number
of payments and stores
result in N.
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1000
11
22 [x]
(=]

Fi=1, G008, 05

Stores the value.

FMT=55. A3

Enters coupon rate,
convertsit to a decimal,

divides by number of
coupon periods per year,
and multiplies by
redemption value to
compute the periodic
payment. The result is
stored in PMT.

10.5

I-4R=18. 53

Enters required annual
yield.

Fy=—1,833.51

Calculates bond price.

Part 2. If $1,025 is paid for the bond, whatis the yield to maturity?
(Since the data for everything but the bond priceis entered, enter the
bond price and calculate the yield to maturity.)
Display:

Description:

1025

Flu=—1, 825, A3

Enters bond price.

I-¥RE=18,59

Calculates yield to
maturity.

ek

Keys:

Part 3. If the bond is redeemed for $1,050, and its purchase price was

$1,025, whatis the yield?
Keys:

Display:

Description:

1050
I/YR]

YW=1, 350, OO
I-%E=18,27

Enters redemption price.
Theyield is 10.87%.
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Bond Duration
Bond duration measures the weighted average time to maturity of the
bond. The calculation involves weighting each time period by the present
value of the cash flow in that period.
For a periodic coupon bond purchased on a coupon date, the duration of
the bond can be calculated using the TVM application of the HP-14B.
Use the following procedure:
Set End mode.
Store the number of coupon payments per year in P/YR.
Calculate the periodic coupon payment amount and store it in PMT
and register 1.
Store the remaining number of coupon payments in N.
Store the redemption value in FV.
Store the annualyield as a percent in I/YR.
Store the bond price as a negative numberin register 2.
Calculate the following number and store it in PMT:

100
I/YR

1
P/YR

Calculate the following number and store it in FV:
Redemption Value
100
Payments Per Year x Coupon Payment Amount
I /YR
10. Press [PV].
11. Calculate the bond duration in years as follows:
PV x Coupon Payment Amount
Bond Price

3: Bond Duration
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Example. A $1,000, semiannual coupon bond has an annual coupon of
10% and a yield to maturity of 9%. The bond is purchased on a coupon
date, and there are 10 years remaining to maturity. What are the bond
price and the bond duration?
Step 1. Calculate the bond price.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

2 B(P/YR]

FoYR=2, 0@

Sets End mode and
enters number of coupon
periods per year.

1000

FyW=1,868, 80

Stores redemption value.

B(BEG/END] {EHLC'}

(x] 10

(5]

BP/YR] (=]
1

FHMT=5a, 3@

10 B(xP/YR]

H=z&. aa

Enters annual coupon
payment and divides by
number of coupon
periods per year to give
periodic coupon
payment. Stores result in
register 1 for later use.
Stores total number of
coupon payments.

9

I-YR=%. 86

Enters bond’s annual

yield.
2

FY=-1,355, 64

Calculates bond price
and stores it in register 2.

Step 2. Calculate the bond duration.
Keys:

Display:

100 (]

Calculates and stores

adjusted PMT.

[ 1 5] [RCL] W[P/YR

D) [PMT
RCL
] [RCL] 1
(] [RCL] B(P/YR] (-]

Description:

FMT=11.8&1
Calculates and stores

adjusted FV.

100 5
(=) (x] RCL] (N] (=]
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PyY=—141,82

Calculates intermediate
value.

(x] RCL] 1 (3]
RCL] 2 (5]
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B.BE

Calculates duration in
years.

Yield on Investments With Varying Return
Rates
The procedure in this section enables you to calculate the yield of an
investment having returns that vary from period to period. The model
used here assumes that an initial cash outlay is made and that the annual
returns are reinvested in the investment each year. The yield is computed
by compounding the investment forward using the annual return rates.
The result of the compounding is entered as FV, the investment as PV, the
number of years as N, and the interest rate (which is the yield) is then
calculated.
Example. An investor invests $1,000 at the beginning of year 1 in a fund.
The annual returns for each year are as follows:
Year 1
Year 2
Year3
Year 4

5%
15%
-3%
8%

What is the annualyield or compound growth rate on this investment?
You solve this in three steps.
1. Enter the amount of the investment as a negative number in the PV’
register.
2. Enter each year’s return, and use the
investment forward year by year.

key to compound the

3. After the final compounding, enter the amount in the FV register as
a positive number, enter the number ofyearsin the N register, and
solve for the annual return.
This procedure is valid for investments requiring an initial cash outlay and
returning a final amountat the end of a given number ofyears.
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Keys:

Display:

B(BEG/END] {EML'}

1 B(P/YR]

Description:
Sets End mode and 1

FPoYR=1.88

dividend payment per

year.
1000

5
15

()3

=]
(=)

(=)

Fy=-1, 808, B&

Entersinitial investment.

-1,0850, 84

Adds return for year 1.

-1,267.548

Adds return for year 2.

-1,171.28

Subtracts return for year
3.

8

(=]

-1,264. 92

Adds return for year 4.

Fy=1,264.95

Stores investment
amount at end of term.

0

FMT=8. 86

Enters 0 for PMT.

4 N]

H=4. 86

Enters number of years.

I-%YR=£.85

Calculates annual yield.

The annual yield of 6.05% is also the compound growth rate of this
investment.
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Stock Valuation Models
Predicting stock prices is an uncertain process. One theoryis that a
stock’s price equals the present value of its future dividends and its future
selling price. While no one can predict these future cash flows with
accuracy, there are three basic stock valuation models covered in most
finance textbooks. These models are the zero growth dividend model, the
constant growth dividend model, and the supernormal growth dividend
model.

Zero Growth Dividend Model
Assuming a stock’s dividend and price remain constant, the stock’s price
equals the present value of a perpetuity. The equation used is
Dividend
PRICE = —MMM
Return Rate

where:
m Dividend is the dividend paid in perpetuity.
m Return Rate is the expected rate of return as a decimal.
Example 1. A stock is expected to pay $1.50 annual dividends in
perpetuity. If you believe an annual return of 8% is reasonable, whatis
the maximum amount you would pay for the stock?
Keys:
15(:) 8

(=]

Display:

Description:

18,75

Divides dividend by rate
of return to calculate

stock price.
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Constant Growth Dividend Model
If dividends are expected to grow at a constant rate indefinitely, then the
stock’s price is estimated using
PRICE =

Dividend
Return Rate - Growth Rate

where:
m Dividend is the dividend paid for the current year.
m Return Rate is the expected rate of return as a decimal.
m Growth Rate is the expected growth rate of dividends as a decimal.
This model computes the present value of a perpetuity with a constant
growth rate. For this equation to be valid, the return rate must be greater
than the growth rate.

Display:

Description:

2

[0

Example 2. You are interested in a stock that pays a $2 dividend. You
expect the dividend to increase by 5% each year perpetually, and you want
to earn 9% on the stock. What is the stock’s value to you?
Keys:

Enters the dividend.

EHEO9E50)

+H, B4

Enters return rate and
growth rate, calculates
difference, then converts
to a decimal.

=

SH. a0

Calculates stock value.

Supernormal Growth Dividend Model
This model assumes dividends per share grow at an accelerated rate for a
period of years and then return to a normal growth rate. The equations
for estimating the stock’s value calculate the present value of the dividend
stream and the present value of the stock’s estimated terminal market
value at the end of the growth period. The sum ofthe two present values
equals the stock’s intrinsic value underthis set of assumptions. This
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model is also described as the “Step Growth Model,” the “Two-Stage
Growth Model,” and the “Temporary Super Normal Growth Model.” *
The following equations are organized to facilitate using the TVM keys.
You calculate the equivalent interest rate (i) and the values for the PMT
and FV registers, store the number of payments, and solve for the present
value.
Egquivalent Interest Rate i =

1+K]_1

———
1+ GR

—

(14N

PV of Dividend Stream = DIV x [ 1-(d+1

]

1l

.
1+ GN
.
‘A
=DIV
————|
x@ +i)™¥
PV of TTerminal VALUE
DIV X [K
- GN] x(1+1i)

Stock’s VALUE = PV of Dividend Stream + PV of Terminal VALUE
where:
m DIV is the dividend per share for the year prior to the current year.
m K is the investor’s required rate of return as a decimal.
m GR is the accelerated growth rate as a decimal.
m GN is the normal growth rate as a decimal.
m N is the number of years for accelerated growth.

*

J. Fred Weston and Eugene F. Brigham, Essentials of Managerial Finance, 8th ed.
(Chicago: The Dryden Press, 1987), p. 150.
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Example 3. You are interested in purchasing a stock that last year paid
a dividend of $1.25 per share. You believe the dividends and earnings will
increase at the rate of 20% annually for the next 8 years. At the end of
the period, you expect the stock price to grow 9% annually, which is the
normal growth rate for similar stocks. Your required earnings rate is
13%. What would you expect to pay for a share ofthis stock?
Step 1. Calculate the equivalent interest rate for use with the TVM
application.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

1 B(P/YR]

FoYR=1. 00

Sets End mode and 1
dividend payment per
year.

13 (%] [+] 1 (5]

1.13=+

BM(BEG/END] {EHL}

Enters investor’s
required earnings rate,
converts it to a decimal,
and adds 1.

@20 () 10

+1. 20

Enters accelerated
growth rate, converts to a
decimal, and adds 1.

(=] 1 [x] 100

I-%R=-5.53

Calculates equivalent rate
for use with TVM
application.

8 N]

H=2. 86

Enters number of years
for accelerated growth.

Step 2. Enter the dividend.

1.25

76

PMT=1.25
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Stores dividend in PMT.

Step 3. Calculate the amountto store in the FV register.

9

(5]

1.326+

Enters normal growth
percentage and increases
dividend by that amount.

1390

Enters required rate of
return and subtracts
normal grow rate. Then

FiW=24, 85

converts to a decimal and
stores result in FV.

Step 4. Calculate the estimated stock price.
Pl=—i .22

Calculates estimated

price for the stock.
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Capital Asset Pricing Model
The capital asset pricing model describes the relationship between
expected risk and expected return. The measure of a stock’s volatility
relative to the rest of the market is called the beta coefficient, which is the

slope of the security market line. Beta values can be found in stock
market price publications (available at libraries), or if you have access to
the proper information, you can calculate the beta value, as shown on
page 80. (The beta values needed in the next two examples are given to
you.)

Estimating the Rate of Return on Common Stock
This approach for determining the expected rate of return on a stock is
based on the beta value for the firm’s common stock. The equation used
is

R =Ri + B(Rm - Ri)
where:
m B is the beta coefficient.
m R is the expected percentage rate of return on the stock.
m Rm is the expected percentage rate of return on the market portfolio.
m Ri is the risk-free interest rate.

Example 1. The beta coefficient for a company is 1.2. The risk-free rate
of return (the current rate of Treasury Bill securities) is 7%. Calculate
the expected rate of return for common stock using the capital asset
pricing model, assuming the expected rate of return for the market as a
whole is 9%.
Display:

Description:

97 (=

2.

Enters expected market

4 |_:

%

-~

Keys:

rate of return and
subtracts risk-free
interest rate.
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=1,

Multiplies by beta

[

x] 1.2

coefficient.

ERE

Adds risk-free interest

o
1ol

7=

rate to calculate expected
rate of return on the
stock.

Portfolio Beta Coefficients
The beta coefficient of a portfolio equals the weighted average of the
individual betas. By using the HP-14B Statistics application, you can
easily calculate the portfolio’s beta coefficient.
Example 2. Part 1. A portfolio consists of four common stocks. The
market value of each stock holding and the stock’s beta are listed below.
Calculate the beta of the portfolio.
Stock

Beta

Market Value

AA

1.2

$2,000

CcC
DD

1.9
13

3,000
6,000

BB

1.1

7,000

Keys:

Display:

Description:

B(CLEAR] {=}

value

Clearsstatistics registers.

1.2

1.26:

Enters beta of stock AA.

2000

n=1.88

Enters market value of
stock AA.

1.1

7000

n==2. 86

1.9

3000

n=3. 68

1.3

6000

=. B

{z: 7} {zw}

=w=1.31

Enters remaining data.

Calculates portfolio beta
coefficient.
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Part 2. If Stock DD is replaced with $8,000 of stock EE that has a beta of
1.8, whatis the beta of the new portfolio?
Keys:
1.3

Display:
6000 B(Z-) n==.08

Description:
Removes beta and
market value of stock DD

from portfolio.
1.8

8000

n=4. 86

Enters new stock EE
beta and market value.

{=: 7} {=w}

=w=1.51

Calculates revised
portfolio beta coefficient.

Calculating Beta Coefficients
One method for estimating a stock’s beta coefficient involves calculating
the beta using past information and then assuming that the number
calculated will be valid in the future. Generally, the betais estimated by
calculating the slope ofthe linear regression line. The calculation uses
periodic rates of return of a market index as the independent, or x,

variable and the periodic rates of return ofthe stock as the dependent, or
y, variable.
Example 3. Part 1. The table below lists the market and stock returns
for the ABC Company. Calculate the beta coefficient, intercept, and
correlation coefficient.

80

(X)

(Y)

Year
1

Market Return
3.8%

Stock Return
2.6%

2

12.3

16.1

3

17.0

7.2

4

-12.7

-4.1

5
6

-26.5
35.2

-133
31.1
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Keys:

Display:

Description:

B(CLEAR] {=}

value

Clearsstatistics registers.

3.8 [INPUT

Z.oa:

Enters market return for

first period.
rn=1.808

2.6

Enters stock’s return for

first period.
12.3 (INPUT] 16.1

n==2. 88

17

n=z. 84

7.2

Enters returns for
remaining periods.

12.7
4.1

n=4, 33

26.5
13.3

35.2

n=5. 36

31.1

=, @3

{FIT}{L}
{m}

m=E. &S
{F1T}{.L.}

{e}

b=3.321

Calculates intercept of
prediction equation.

F=E. 95

Calculates correlation
coefficient.

{FIT}{.L.}
{r}

Calculates beta
coefficient, which is the
slope.

Part 2. Estimate the stock return if the market return is 25%.

Keys:

Display:

Description:

{FIT}{.L.}
{:} 25 (INPUT]

S=20. 26

Enters market return and
estimates stock’s return.
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Permutations
A permutation is an ordered subset ofa set of distinct objects. The
number of possible permutations, each containing n objects, that can be
formed from a collection of m distinct objectsis given by
_
mPn

m!

" (m -n)!

where, for the HP-14B, m and n are integers and 0 <n < 253.

However, when n equals m, then,, P, = m! (because 0! = 1).
Example 1. How many ways can 10 people be seated in a car if only 4
seats are available?
Keys:

10 (=] 4 (=) M(MATH]
{rn'}

Display:

Description:
Enters number of people
and subtracts number of
seats. Computes
factorial.

[STO] 0

Stores for later use.

10 BMATH] {n!}

Enters number of people,
and computes factorial.

[zJ BcL) 0 (=)

Calculates permutation.
There are 5,040 ways to
seat 10 people in groups
of 4 at a time in the car.
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Example 2. Six candidates are scheduled to give short presentations at a
debate, and you are in charge of determining the order of presentation.
How many different ways are there in which the speakers can be
arranged?
Since the candidates are not grouped, n is equal to m. Therefore, the
number of arrangementsis simply m! (which is calculated using n!).
Keys:

Display:

Description:

6 B(MATH] {r!'}

ToE. 86

Enters number of objects
and computes factorial.
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Combinations
A combination is a selection of one or more of a set of distinct objects
without regard to order. The number of possible combinations, each
containing n objects, that can be formed from a collection of m distinct
objects is given by
m!

™ (m - n)in!
where m and n are integers and 0 <n < 253.
Example. A university intramural football league has nine teams. How
many games must be played in order for each team to play each other one
time? In other words, find the number of combinations of nine ()
objects taken two (n) at a time.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

9 (-] 2 [=] B(MATH]
{rn'}

Sy E48, B4

Enters m and subtracts n.
Calculates the factorial.

168,820, B4

n.

16,826, 66

Stores for later use.

(x] 2 BMATH] {r!'}
(=)

0
9 B(MATH] {r!'}

Multiplies by factorial of

252,280, 60

Enters m and computes
factorial.

=)

0 (=)

5., BE

Calculates number of
combinations. There will
be exactly 36 games
played.
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Learning Curve
Learning curves are useful in analyzing new production processes to
determine how productivity will improve over time. The model discussed
in this section is the cumulative average learning curve modelfor direct
labor hours:

y =ax
xy =x ax®

ln[Razte%]
100

T

T

where:
m x is the cumulative units.
m y is the average labor hours required to make x cumulative units.
m xy is the total amount of labor hours.
m g is the amount of time required for making the first unit.
m b is the learning curve coefficient.
m Rate% is the learning curve rate expressed as a percentage.
Example. Part 1. An electronics manufacturer begins a pilot run on a
new instrument. From past experience, he expects the process to have a
90% learning curve rate. If the first unit requires 8.75 labor hours to
produce, whatis the expected number of labor hours required to produce
100 cumulative units?
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Keys:

90

WMATH) {LH}

Display:

Description:

-d.11

Enters learning curve
rate, converts to decimal,
and calculates natural

log.

(] 2 MMATH] {LH}
=

Divides by natural log of
2 and calculates learning
curve coefficient.

STO] 0

Stores for later use.

8.75

1

Enters amount of hours
for first unit and stores in

register 1.

100 @07 [RCL] 0 [x]

Enters cumulative units

RCL) 1 5

and calculates cumulative

average labor hours.

(x) 100 [5] (STO] 2

Enters cumulative units
and calculates total labor
hours for 100 units.

Storesin register 2 for
later use.

Keys:

Display:

Description:

ih]

Part 2. Calculate the total labor hours required for the first 200 units.

Enters cumulative units
and calculates cumulative

i

o

ReL) 1 (=)

Pt

200 B0 RCL] 0 [x]

[

=

0
[

(x] 200 (5]

__']

average labor hours.
Enters 200 cumulative

units and calculates total
labor hours.
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Part 3. Calculate the number of hours required to produce the second
100 units.
Keys:
(=)

2 (5]

Display:

Description:

247,61

Recalls total hours for
first 100 units and
subtracts to determine

hours required for
second 100 units.
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Standard Error
Linear regression is often used to estimate recurring events, such as
manufacturing overhead costs. The linear equation providesthe intercept
and slope ofthe cost function. The coefficient of correlation (r) provides a
measure of the linear relationship, while the coefficient of determination
(%) provides a measure of how good the line fits. Another very useful
statistic is the standard error of the residuals (s, ), which measures the
dispersion of the data points around the regression line. This value is also
called the standard error of the estimate. Once the standard error of the
estimate is determined, the standard error of the slope (s, ) can be
calculated, which estimates the variability of the slope estimate.
The equations for s, and s, are shown in a waythatfacilitates solution by
the calculator.

_{(1 - r)xs,x(n - 1)}—;'
Se =

(n -2

Sp

Se

=

1

{s:2x(n - 1)}?
where:
m s, is the standard error of the estimate.
m r2is the coefficient of determination (the correlation coefficient
squared).

s, 2 is the varianceofy data points.
s, 2 is the variance ofx data points.
n is the number of observations.

sy 1s the standard error ofthe slope.
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Example. The amount of miscellaneous supplies used in a
manufacturing process is a linear function of direct labor hours. You
want to predict the amount of miscellaneous supplies for budgeting
purposes and also to have some idea of how much variability to expect in
the results. A sample of labor hours and miscellaneous supply costs for
the past year is shown below.

X)

(Y)

Sample

Labor
Hours

Miscellaneous
Supplies

1

1,000

$5,520

2
3

1,050
2,000

6,408
10,356

4

2,100

12,458

5

3,000

14,958

6

4,500

24,404

7

3,200

15,608

Calculate the regression line, the coefficient of determination r 2, the
standard error ofthe estimate, and the standard error ofthe slope.
Step 1. Enter data points.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

B(CLEAR] {=}

value

Clearsstatistics registers.

1000

Enters first data point

5520

n=1.840

set.

1050
6408

n==2. BE

Enters remaining data
points.

2000

10356

n=5. 36

2100
12458

n=4, 60

3000
14958
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n=5. 66

4500

24404
3200
15608

n=t. 58
n=7 . &8

Step 2. Calculate r and r 2,the intercept, and the slope.
STAT] {FIT} {L}
{r}

=, 99

Calculates correlation
coefficient.

Bx3

8, 98

Calculates coefficient of

[

A.

walle’

H1EELEQ0

[acx]

determination.
Subtracts 1 from
coefficient of
determination and stores

in register O for later use.
{FIT}{.L.}

{b}

Calculates intercept.

b=627. 46
{FIT}{.L.}

{m}

Calculatesslope.
m=5. B&

Step 3. Calculate the standard error of the estimate.

{Z}{n} 0 1
(=)

Recalls number of

1

{z} {z~}

B3]
(x]

=

0 (x]

£. B3

observations, subtracts 1,
and stores in register 1
for later use.

S»=6, 417,93

Calculates standard
deviation of the y data
points.

41,189,235, 80

Calculates variance of the
y data points.

1

Multiplies y variance by

5,852,525, 82

contents of registers 0
and 1.
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[

1515

B=]

2

Calculates standard error
1,085, 24

of estimate. Stores in

register 2 for later use.

Step 4. Calculate the standard error of the slope.
STAT] {=} {==}
B(x3
(x]

Calculates standard error
of the x data points.

1,573,698, 43

Calculates variance of the
x data points.

1= 0]

IRCL 2 =1/x]

92

zx=1,254.47
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Calculates standard error

©.3=2

of the slope.
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Introduction
Capital budgeting is the process of making decisions about long-range
asset acquisition, investments, and financing to help a company achieveits
objectives. Managers often evaluate capital budgeting projects using the
selection methods shown below.
m Internal Rate of Return (/RR): The interestrate that gives a net

presentvalue of zero.
m Net Present Value (NPV): The present value of the future cash flows
discounted at the company’s required rate of return (cost of capital).
m Excess Present Value Index: The net present value expressed as a
percentage of the investment.
m Payback: The number of years required to recover the amount of an
investment.
m Equivalent Annuity Value: A level, periodic payment that discounts
to an amount equal to the net present value.
Two basic capital budgeting models are illustrated in this chapter. The
first model omits income taxes from the analysis. The second model
includes income taxes and demonstrates the role of depreciation in the
analysis.
In this chapter the terminal value refersto the estimated resale value of
the asset at the end of the decision period, while salvage value refersto
the amount used in the depreciation calculation. The two values are not
always equal.
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Capital Budgeting Model — No Income Taxes
Example. You estimate that you’ll save $3,500 at the end of each year
for 10 years by purchasing a new special purpose machine to replace an
old machine. The old machine has no market value and will be discarded
if the new machine is purchased. The machine costs $20,000 and has a
projected terminal value (resale value) of $5,000 after 10 years. Currently,
your company’s minimum required rate of return on capital budgeting
projects is 12% annually.
Calculate the net present value, excess present value index, internalrate
of return, equivalent annuity value, and payback. Ignore income taxes.
As shown in the cash-flow diagram, this example represents an annuity
with end of period payments.

oMT

FV = $5,000
~
$3500 $3,500

_A

$3,500

—r
!

2

.t
10

N = 10

?

PV = -$20,000
Part 1. Calculate Internal Rate of Return. Enter the known cash

flows, then calculate the IRR.
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Description:

Keys:

B(BEG/END] {EHC'}
1 BF/YR)

et

Sets End mode and 1
payment period per year.

10 (N)

Stores number ofyears.

3500

Stores annual savings.

5000

Stores terminal value.

20000

Stores outlay cost in
registers PV and 0.

0

I/YR

P
IR

Calculates IRR.

Part 2. Calculate Net Present Value. Enter the required earnings
rate and calculate the total present value of the cash flows. Subtract the
outlay cost from the total present value to calculate the net present value.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

12

I-YR=

Stores minimum rate of
return or discount rate.

Calculates total present
value of annual savings
and terminal value.
Calculates NPV by
netting total present
value and outlay cost

together.” Storesit in
register 1 for later use.

*

Because the annual payments and terminal value are treated as inflows (positive), the
present value is automatically calculated as a negative number by the calculator. But
since the total present value of the future cash inflows represents a positive value, the
+/- key is pressed to convert the calculated negative value to a positive value.
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Part 3. Calculate Excess Present Value Index. Divide the net
present value by the outlay cost and calculate the excess present value
index.

Keys:

Display:

8]
(=)

0
1.67

Description:
Divides present value of
cash flows by outlay cost
and calculates excess
present value index.

Part 4. Calculate Payback. Divide the cost by the annual savings and
compute payback.
Keys:
0

=)
B

Display:

Description:

PA=—20, 888, 85

Stores outlay cost in PV.

5. 71

Calculates payback in
years.

Part 5. Calculate Equivalent Annuity Value. Calculate the
equivalent annual payment that discounts to the net present value.
Keys:

1
0
PMT

Display:

Description:

Fu=—1, 355,65

Enters net present value
in PV.

F'=8. 85
FMT=245.24

Clears FV register.
Calculates net present
value’s equivalent annuity
value.
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Capital Budgeting Model —Income Taxes
Included
Including taxes in the capital budgeting analysis requires calculating
after-tax cash flows. The method used in this example calculates the tax
effect of the net cash inflows or savings before depreciation, and calculates
the tax avoided because depreciation is deducted from income. This
method assumes other taxable income is available to compensate for any
losses generated.
Example. A company is considering the purchase of a new machine that
should save the annual amounts shown in the table below. The machine
being replaced has no market value and will be discarded. The new
machine costs $30,000, has a salvage value of $6,000, and is depreciated

over 5 years. The estimated terminal value for resale at the end of 5 years
is projected to be $7,000. The company depreciates assets using the sumof-the-years’-digits method. Taxes average 35%. The company requires
an 11% annual earnings rate on this type of investment. Assume all cash
flows occur at the end of each year.
The estimated annual savings are shown below along with the annual
depreciation deductions, which have already been calculated.
You Calculate These

Savings

Savings

Before

After

Dep.

Sale
of

After
Tax

Asset

Tax

Dep.

Tax

Shelter

0
1
2

$9,000
9,100

$8,000
6,400

$5,850
5,915

$2,800
2,240

CFs
-$30,000
$8,650
8,155

3
4
5

9,300
9,700
9,900

4,800
3,200
1,600

6,045
6,305
6,435

1,680
1,120
560

7,725
7,425
13,645
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$ 6,650

Part 1. Calculate NPV and IRR.
Step 1. Store the income tax and 1 minus the tax.
Display:

Description:

1[4

1. G-

Enters 1 and prepares to
subtract tax rate.

-3, 25

Enters tax rate, converts

-

Keys:

35

1

to decimal percentage,
and storesin register 1.

(=)

0

A.65

Subtracts tax from 1 and
stores in register 0.

Step 2. Enter the NPV application. Calculate the net cash flow at the
beginning of the analysis period (the net amount invested less any aftertax proceeds from the sale of old assets).
BNPV]

I1:7value

11 (INPUT

CL CFLO?

Begins net present value
procedure.
%

H

Enters required earnings
rate. If a cash-flow list is

stored, this prompt
appears.
{'}

cE

Clears cash-flow list and
displays promptforinitial
cash flow.

30000

0

Enters outlay as negative
value, and displays
promptfor first cash
flow.
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Step 3. Calculate the net operating cash flows per period and store.
Net Operating Cash Flow per Period = Net Cash Flows x (1 - Tax Rate)
+ Non -Cash Flows x (Tax Rate)

9000 [x] [RCL] O [+]

Entersfirst year’s savings
before tax and calculates
after-tax amount.

(@ 8000 (] (RCL] 1 1]

Enters first year’s
depreciation and
calculates after-tax effect.

=]

Calculates first year’s
total after-tax cash flow.

INPUT

Entersfirst year’s aftertax cash flow. Prompts
for number of
repetitions.

INPUT

Enters the number of
repetitions. Prompts for
second year’s cash flows.

9100 [x] (RCL] 0 (+] [

Enters second year’s cash
flow and depreciation,
and inputs number of
repetitions. Prompts for
third period’s cash flows.

9300 [x] (RCL] 0 [+] (@
4800 (x] [RCL] 1

Entersthird year’s values.
Prompts for fourth
period’s cash flows.

6400 [x] [RCL] 1

N

9700 (x) (RCL] 0 [+] [

Enters fourth year’s
values. Prompts forfifth
period’s cash flows.

9900 (x] (RCL) 0 (] [
1600 [x] [RCL] 1 =]
[STO] 2

Stores in register 2 the
sum offifth period’s
after-tax savings and
depreciation.

3200 (x] (RCL] 1

100
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Step 4. Calculate the net cash flow from selling the asset at the end of
the decision period.
Cash Flow From Disposal of Asset =
Terminal Value - (Terminal Value - Salvage) x (Tax Rate)
7000 (-]

[ 7000 []

Enters terminal and

15 057,550, 04

6000 0] [x]

salvage values and
calculates after-tax cash
flow from sale of asset.

2[5

L5712, 645, 00

Adds final period’s
after-tax cash flows.

INPUT) (INPUT

CET

Enters last period’s cash
flows and number of
repetitions.

Step 5. Calculate NPV and IRR.
B(COMPUTE

B0RR%] {H}
B(COMPUTE]

Computes net present
value.

Computes internal rate of

IRF%=14, 72

return.

1.1@

Enters initial outlay and
calculates excess present
value index.

(] 30000
1[5
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Part 2. Calculate the excess present value index and the equivalent
annuity value.
Display:

Description:

1 B(P/YR]

FoyRE=1.806

Selects End mode and
enters 1 payment period
per year.

5[N]
11 I/YR]

H=5. 84

Enters number ofyears.

I-%RE=11.868

Enters annual required
interest rate.

Keys:

B(BEG/END] {EHD'}

0
PMT

102

Clears FV register.
Calculates equivalent
annuity value.
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Deferred Cash Flows
Transactions often occur in which payments begin only after a specified
number of periods. In other words, the payments are deferred. These
payments may be of equal or unequal amounts and may occur in sequence
or have skipped intervals. Using the HP-14B cash-flow feature, you can
compute the present value, interest rate, and payment schedule for any of
these situations. The basic procedure involves drawing a cash-flow
diagram and then entering the cash flows into your HP-14B.
Example 1. You just won a lottery and want to establish a savings
account that will pay for your children’s college expenses. Your daughter
will begin college at the end of 6 years, and your son will enter college at
the end of 12 years. Your daughter’s annual college costs will be $15,000
(with the first payment occurring at the end of year 6), and your son’s
annualcollege costs will be $18,000 (with the first payment occurring at
the end of year 12).
Part 1. Assuming each child attends college for 4 years, how much
should you invest today if you can earn 6% interest, compounded
annually?
The cash-flow diagram lookslike this:

C4 = 18,000
N4 =4

C2 = 15,000
N2 =4

1 =
N1 =5

CO=0

K—H

C3=0

A

N3 =2

f'_*_\
1

1

1
T

2

1
T

3

1
T

4

1
T

5

1
T

6

PV = ?
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T

1

1

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Solve this problem by entering the cash-flow groups into the cash-flow list
and then calculating the present value of the cash flows. As you work
through this problem, notice how the cash flows and number of
occurrences match the cash-flow diagram.
Display:

Description:

B(PV]

1% 7value

Begins net present value
procedure.

6 [INPUT

CL CFLoO?

{v}

L
1™
b

Keys:

%

M

Enters required earnings
rate. If a cash-flow list is
stored, this prompt asks
if you wantto clearit.
Clears cash-flow list and

displays promptfor initial
cash flow.
0 [INPUT

-1

Enters O for initial cash

flow. Prompts for next
cash flow.
0 [INPUT] 5 [INPUT

L

Enters amount and
number of cash flows for

years 1 through 5.

15000
4 [INPUT

Enters amount and
number of cash flows for

years 6 through 9.
0 [INPUT] 2 [INPUT

Enters amount and
number of cash flows for

years 10 and 11.
18000
4 [INPUT

Enters amount and
number of cash flows for

years 12 through 15.
B(COMPUTE

Computes present value
of deferred cash flows
with a 6% annual rate.
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Part 2. If you can earn 8% compounded annually, how much should you
invest?
Keys:

Display:

Description:

BNPV]

[%76, 80

Begins net present value
procedure with current
interest rate displayed.

8 [INPUT

CL CFLO?

{H}

CAETE. Ba

%

M

Enters new interest rate.
Answers no to the

prompt to erase cashflow list.
B(COMPUTE

HFW=59,281.92

Computes present value

of deferred cash flows
assuming an 8% annual
rate.

Part 3. If you invest $50,000, what interest rate is necessary to earn the
required future cash withdrawals?
Keys:

Display:

B(RR%]

CL CFLO?

{t}

CETE. O

Answers no to the
prompt to erase cashflow list.

C17E,. 86

Enters amount invested
as a negative number.

IRRE%=5,829

Computes interest rate
required to withdraw

50000

INPUT

B(COMPUTE

Description:
¥

MW

Enters IRR%
application.

scheduled amounts with a

$50,000 investment.
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Example 2. Your parents are setting up an investment plan for their
retirement in 15 years. If they invest $75,000 today at 7% annualinterest
with monthly compounding, how much can they withdraw at the end of
each month for 10 years once they retire? Ignore taxes in this example.
The cash-flow diagram is shown below.

C1=0
N1 = 180
A

r
12

PMT = ?
C2 =1
N2 = 120
A

N\
179 180 181

o

299 300

COo = -$75,000

Part 1. Solve this problem using factors as follows:
1. Calculate the present value of a deferred annuity with payments of
$1.
2. Divide the amount invested by the present value calculated in step 1
to determine the monthly payment.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

B(CLEAR] {ALL} {+} &.8a

Clears the calculator
memory.

BNPV]

Begins net present value

I%70, 35

procedure.
712 (5

CET

Divides annualinterest
rate by number of
compounding periods per
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year to give interest rate
0 [INPUT

17

0 (INPUT] 180 (INPUT]

L=

per period.
Enters 0 for initial cash
flow and prompts for
next cash flow.
Enters amount and

number of cash flows for
first 180 months.

1 INPUT] 120 (INPUT)

Enters $1 and number of

payments received.
B(COMPUTE

Computes the present
value of deferred $1

2y 6.
0
o
v

75000 (5]
G

w0
v

payments.
Enters the amount
invested and calculates

monthly payment.
Part 2. Solve the same problem using the TVM keys:
1. Calculate the amount of money your parents will have in the
account when they retire in 15 years (FV).
2. Calculate the amount they can withdraw each month after
retirement (PMT), depleting the accountin 10 years.
Keys:

Display:

W(BEG/END] {EHL}

12 B[P/YR]

Description:
Sets End mode and 12
payments per year.

75000

Enters present value of
investment.

7 [I/YR]

Enters annual interest
rate.

15 B(xP/YR]

Enters total number of
compounding periods.

0 (PMT]

Enters payment of 0.
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FyY=212,671.00

Calculates future value of
investment after 15 years.

"W=-213,571.88

0

FuW=0. 688

10 [j(xP/YR]

H=126. 65

Enters amount in account
at end of 15 years as new
present value.
Enters 0 as new future
value (since they want no
money left in the account
after 10 years).
Enters number of
withdrawals.

PMT

FMT=2,428, 94

Calculates monthly
payment your parents will
receive for 10 years.
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Nominal versus Effective Interest Rates
Annualinterest rates are typically stated in the United States as nominal
rates. The periodic interest rate per compounding period equals the
annualrate divided by the number of compounding periods per year. For
example, a mortgage with a 12% nominal annual rate and monthly
payments has a periodic rate of 1% per month. However, the annual
effective rate assumes 1 compounding period per year and is therefore
higher.
Occasionally, discount rates or required investmentrates are stated as
annual effective rates, while the cash flows occur more than once a year.
To compare investments with differing compounding periods, the annual
effective interest rate must be converted to the equivalent annual nominal
interest rate.
Example. Part 1. You are evaluating an investment that earns $800 at
the end of each quarter for 6 years. Assuming you must earn a 10%
annual effective interest rate, what is the present value of the cash flows?
Step 1. Convert the annual effective rate to the equivalent nominal rate
with quarterly compounding.
Keys:

Display:

B(BEG/END] {EHI'}
4 §(P/YR]

Description:
Sets End mode and 4

FoYRE=4. 80

payment periods per

year.
10 J(EFF%]

EFFx=18.86

Stores annual effective
interest rate.

4 @P)

F=4. 08

Stores number of
compounding periods per
year for nominal rate.

B(NOM%]

HOM:=2, &5

Calculates annual
nominal rate with
quarterly compounding.
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Step 2. Calculate the present value of the quarterly cash flows.
I/YR

[-YR=9.565

Stores annual nominal
rate.

6 B(xP/YR]

H=24, A3

Enters years and
calculates number of
quarterly payments.

800

FMT=206. B3

Stores quarterly cash
flow.

0

Fi=@, 3@

Clears FV register.

P=—14,449, 62

Calculates present value.

Part 2. If you can purchase the investment for $13,000, whatis the yield
expressed as an annualeffective interest rate? Solve this by calculating
the yield with quarterly compounding and converting it to the equivalent
annual effective interest rate.

Keys:

Display:

Description:

13000

Fi=—12, ARG, GO

Stores purchase price of
investment.

I-YRE=13.55

Calculates IRR% as a
nominal rate with

quarterly compounding.

B(Nom%] 4 H(P]
H(EFF%)

Enters nominal rate and

EFF:=14.25

number of compounding
periods per year, and
calculates annual
effective rate of return.
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Lease With Irregular Skipped Payments
Some leases require “creative” payment schedules. This model shows you
how to calculate the present value of leases with uneven payments,
including situations in which some periodic payments are skipped. The
example in this section uses the NPV application in the HP-14B.
Example. An agentis leasing a building to the ABC Company. The
company wants several rent-free periods. The lease term is 36 months,
and payments are made at the beginning of each month. Assume a 10%
discount rate with monthly compounding and calculate the present value
of the following lease schedule:
Payment Schedule
(Months)
6
6
4
8
2
10

Rent Per Month
($)
0
2,000
0
2,500
0
3,000

Because the payments occur at the beginning of each period, the first
payment occurs at time 0 and is entered for &, which in this case is $0.
The amount entered for 1 is $0 for S periods, with $2,000 entered for
C2 for 6 periods. Once the initial andfirst period’s cash flows are placed,
the remaining cash flows are entered as shown in the schedule above.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

B(NPV]

I%7value

Begins net present value
procedure.

10 () 12 (5]

I%70. 85

Divides annual interest
rate by number of
payments per year and
calculates monthly
interest rate.
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CL CFLO?

INPUT

Cér

H

If previous cash flows are
present,this prompt is
displayed.
Clears old list and

promptsfor initial cash
flow.

C17?

0 [INPUT

Entersinitial cash flow

and prompts for first
cash flow.

H171.86

0 [INPUT

Entersfirst cash-flow
group amount. Prompts

for number of repetitions
as next input.
5 [INPUT

2000

6

Ca2%

Enters number of
repetitions and displays
prompt for next cash
flow.

ca7

Enters second cash flow
and number of

repetitions.
0 [INPUT] 4 [INPUT

C47

2500
8
0 (INPUT] 2 (INPUT]
3000
10 (INPUT]

C57
CE7?

B(COMPUTE

HPY=51, 4

Enters remaining cash
flows.

Cy

Calculates present value
of lease payment
schedule.
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Marketing
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Price To Achieve Target Return on Sale
A common pricing technique involves asking and answering the following
question: What sales price will earn a particular return on sales? The
equation for calculating the selling price per unit with income expressed
as a percentage of sales is a modification of the break-even equation that
is built into the HP-14B:
PRC X #SLD = (VARC x #SLD) + FIXC + TR X (PRC x #SLD)

PRC _ (VARC x #SLD) + FIXC
#SLD x (1 - TR)
where:
m 7R is the percentage target return expressed as a decimal.
m PRC is the selling price per unit.
m VARC is the variable cost per unit.
m FIXC is the fixed cost.
m #SLD is the number of units produced and sold.
Example. Part 1. You think you can sell 2,000 units of a product that
has a variable cost per unit of $8. The totalfixed costs are $5,000, and
your target return is 25% ofsales. Whatselling price is required to meet
your target return?

Keys:

Display:

Description:

B(B.EVEN]

#sLD7value

Enters B.EVEN
application. The first
value requested is
number sold.

2000

FRC7value

Enters number of units
sold and moves to next
value in list, which is

price.
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(v]

F I Tvalue

Movespast price to fixed
costs.

5000 (INPUT

YARC?value

Enters fixed costs and
moves to next value in

list, which is variable cost.
8 [INPUT

FROF ?value

Enters variable cost per
unit. The next value
requested is profit.

0 [INPUT

$SLDTE, 000,

Enters 0 for profit per
unit.

(v]

FRCTvalue

Moves to price prompt.

B(COMPUTE

FRC=18.56

Computes price at
break-even point.

Divide the price calculated in the previous step by 1 minus the target
return rate to determine the selling price.
FRC=15. 50

EIAO1E250) =)

14.

Stores break-even price
for later use.
Calculates required sales
price.

Part 2. Whatselling price is required if the target return is 20%?
Keys:

=)

Display:

Description:

14,

Recalls break-even price
and preparesit to be
divided by one minus new

[N

@120 (%] =

ke

target.

Enters new target return
percentage rate and

calculates sales price.
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Price Elasticity of Demand
Elasticity of demand is a measure of how sensitive the market demand is
for a product relative to price changesin the product. If a small price
change results in a large change in demand, the demand is said to be
highly elastic. The formula used to calculate the price elasticity of

demand follows: "

E=[0Q -NQ]X[

0Q

OP

OP - NP

where:
m E is the price elasticity of demand.
m OQ is the old quantity demanded.
m NQ is the new quantity demanded.
m OP is the old price.
m NP is the new price.
When the quantity increases as a result of a decrease in price, the
elasticity is a negative number. However,it is normal to show it as a
positive value. Therefore, in the example that follows you’ll change the
sign of the elasticity accordingly.
Example. The price of a product was lowered from $150 to $100. Sales
increased from 11,000 units to 15,000 units. Assuming that the price
change was the only factor affecting sales, calculate the estimated
elasticity of demand.
Solve this problem in three steps:
1. Use the Percent Change application to calculate the change in price
and store results.

*

Eric N. Berkowitz, Roger A. Kerin, and William Rudelius, Marketing (St. Louis: Times
Mirrow/Mosby College Publishing, 1986), p. 297.
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2. Use the Percent Change application to calculate the change in
quantity.
3. Divide the percentage change in quantity by the percentage change
in price.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

150 W(OLD]
100 BINEW]

Enters old price.

B(%CHG] (STO] 0

Calculates percentage
change in price. Stores in
register 0 for later use.

11000 W(OLD]
15000 B(NEW]

Enters old quantity sold.

B(%CHg]

Calculates percentage
change in quantity.

& ReL) 0 (=)

Calculates elasticity by
dividing percentage
change in quantity by
percentage change in
price (stored in register
0).
1
L

"

Enters new quantity sold.

—

+/_

Enters new price.

Changes the sign to show
elasticity as a positive
value.
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Calculating Markup and Discount
Prices are often set using a markup on cost, while discounts are usually a
percentage of price. You can use the Percent Change and Margin
applications for markup and discount problems.
Example. A merchant pays $25.00 for a radio and then marks it up 40%
on his costto set the selling price. Later, he discounts the radio 15% from
the selling price. What was the cost to the customer after the markup and
then after the discount?
Solve this problem using the Percent Change application for computing
any of the values based on markups, and using the Margin application for
computing any values based on discounts.
Keys:

Display:

Description:

25 J(OLD]

aLb=25. 80

Enters dollar amount of

cost.
40 W(%CHG]

HCHG=40. 86

Enters markup as a
percentage.

B(NEW]

HEL=25. 85

Calculates selling price
(cost to customer) with
markup.

MAR=15. 66

Enters discount as a
percentage of sales price.

CET=27.

Calculates selling price
(cost to customer) after
discount.

=
n

15
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Simple Moving Averages
Moving averages are often useful in forecasting sales. In a moving
average, a specified number of data points are averaged. When there is a
new piece of input data, the oldest piece of data is discarded to make
room for the most recent data. This replacement scheme makes the
moving average a valuable tool in following trends. The fewer the number
of data points, the more sensitive the averages become. With a large
number of data points, the average responds more slowly to new data.
Example. A company wants to calculate a 3 month moving average for
the units sold each month. Volumes sold for the first 5 months are listed
below:

January
February

5,000
6,100

March

5,500

April
May

6,500
7,000

Solve this problem using the Statistics application, following these steps:
1. Clear the statistics registers by pressing [J[CLEAR] {Z}.
2. Enterthe first set of values by pressing [Z+].
3. Calculate the average.
4. Enter the oldest (first) value entered in step 2 and press [Z-] to
remove it.

5. Enter the new data point and press [Z+].
6. Calculate the average.
7. Repeat steps 4, 5, and 6 for the remaining data points.
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Display:

Description:

B(CLEAR] {Z}
5000
6100
5500
(& ¥} {=}

value

Clearsstatistics registers.

n=1. @

Entersfirst data point.

5000 @(Z-]

6500

=
M

r

=
D]

-

Enters second data point.
Enters third data point.

on

oy

a3
1l

3
|

....
(]
[

Keys:

Calculates moving
average forfirst 3
months.
Enters oldest data point
(month 1) and removesit
from list.
Enters next data point,
month 4.

{=s ¥} {=}

Calculates moving
average for months 2, 3,
and 4.

6100 W(Z-)

Enters oldest data point
(month 2) and removesit
from list.

7000

Enters next data point,
month 5.

{=: ¥} {=}

Calculates moving
average for months 3, 4,
and 5.
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Forecasting Revenue With Curve Fitting
Models
The owner’s manual for your HP-14B covers the basic trend line forecast
model based on time and history. The curve fitting models can also be
extended to other areas, such as estimating future revenues based on
cumulative sales when you believe the price per unit is not constant.
Example. Part 1. You are an analyst trying to estimate future revenue
in an industry that typically sees prices drop drastically as production
volume increases. The quarterly cumulative sales volume in units and
dollars is shown below for the ABC Company.

Qtr
1
2
3
4

Cumulative

Total Cumulative

Units

Revenue ($K)

100
200
400
600

208
245
523
517

5

1,400

1,213

6

2,000

1,169

7

3,500

2,182

8

5,000

2,200

9

7,000

3,795

Whatis the best curve fit model for this data?

Keys:

Display:

Description:

B(CLEAR] {=}

value

Clears statistics registers.

100 [INPUT

108, 88:

Enters cumulative units
for quarter 1.

208

n=1.80

Enters cumulative sales
for quarter 1.

200 [INPUT] 245

n==2. 85

Enters quarter 2 data
points.
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400

523

n=3. 88

600

517

n=d. @

1400
2000

1213
1169

n=5. 08
n=6. o0

3500

2182

n=7 .94

5000

2200

n=%5. 80

7000

3795

n=5. &

B(FRCST

Enters remaining data.

Enters Forecast

MODEL=FOLER

application. The model
fitted is briefly displayed.
For this data it is a power
curve.
Prompts for prediction of
x or y value.
Part 2. Forecast sales for 8,000 cumulative units.

{:+} 8000
0

Enters cumulative
number of units sold and
forecasts total sales.

$=3, 522, 24

Storesin register 0 for
later use.
Part 3. Forecast sales for 9,000 cumulative units.

(¥] 9000

H=3, 815,51

Enters new x-value and
calculates new forecast.

Part 4. Determine the marginal revenue.

(5] [ReL] 0 (=)

293, 17

Calculates marginal
revenue for sales from
8,000 to 9,000 units.

Part 5. Calculate the correlation coefficient.

=4,

Calculates correlation
w0
10

{FIT} {E}

[ax]

{r}

coefficient.
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Step-by-Step Solutions for Your
HP-14B Calculator
Business Student Applications contains a variety of applications, equations,
and keystrokes to provide solutions for business students.
m Accounting

Cost Allocations Based on Percentages Imputed Interest Rates on
Long-Term Non-Interest-Bearing Notes ® Expected Value of
Investment e Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis (CVP) e Depreciation
o Sinking Funds e Estimating Overhead e Valuation of Liabilities and
Amortization of Interest Expense o Capital Lease Amortization
¢ Bond Discount/Premium Amortization
m Financial Analysis
Common-Size Statement Analysis ¢ Budget Variances o Profitability
Ratios e Return on Investment
= Finance
Compound Interest and Annuity Tables ¢ Bonds Sold on a Coupon
Date e Bond Duration e Yield on Investments With Varying Return
Rates o Stock Valuation Models e Capital Asset Pricing Model

m Statistics
Permutations ¢ Combinations e Learning Curve e Standard Error
m Capital Budgeting
Capital Budgeting Model - No Income Taxes e Capital Budgeting
Model - Income Taxes Included
m Time Value of Money Applications
Deferred Cash Flows e Nominal versus Effective Interest Rates
e Lease With Irregular Skipped Payments
m Marketing
Price To Achieve Target Return on Sale e Price Elasticity of Demand
e Calculating Markup and Discount e Simple Moving Averages
¢ Forecasting Revenue With Curve Fitting Models
T
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